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It is important that the laws relating to the representation of the and Commerce.-9. On Immigration and Colonization,-which said
people in Parliament should be amended, and the electoral franchises Committees shall severally be empowered to examine and enquire into
all such matters and things as may be referred to them by the House;
existing in the several Provinces assimilated.
A measure for this pur- and to report from time to time their observations and opinions thereon;
with power to send for persons, papers and records.
pose will be submitted for your consideration.
I am advised that the Judgment of the Lords of the Judicial Committee ofthe Privy Council, delivered last June on the appeal of Russell
versua the Queen, goes to show, that in orderto prevent the unrestrained
sale of intoxicating liquors, and for that purpose to regulate the granting
of shop, saloon and tavern licenses, legislation by the Dominion Parliament will be necessary. Your earnest consideration of this important
subject is desired.

Motion agreed to.
REPORT.
Mr. SPEAKER laid before the House the Report of the
Librarian on the state of the Library of Parliament.
ADJOURNMENT.

Your attention is srecially invited to a measure regulating Factory
Labor and the protection of the workingman and his family.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved the aijournmentof
the House.
Bills for the consolidation and amendment of the laws relating to the
Mr. CASGRAIN. I desire to eall the attention of the
Oustoms, the Militia, and the Public Lands, will be laid before you.
House to a matter which occurred yesterday. Of course
Among other measures, Bills will be presented to you respecting the the ceremony in which we took part yesterday, is one which
Civil Service, the Acts relating to Banking, and the examination of many of us have witnessed on many previous occasions,
but I think the time of members of this louse is sufficiently
Masters and Mates of vessels navigating our inland waters.
valuable to enable us to dispense with very much of what
I am glad to be able to inform you that the progress of the Canadian we went through yesterday,
It is true the custom is an
Pacifie Railway has been quite unprecedented. Traffic can now be old one, and at one time it had its raison d'étre. Its origin
carried on the main line from Thunéer Bay to within fifty miles of the was such that it is valuable for us to keep it in mind.
At
crossing of the South Saskatchewan, a distance of over one thousand the same time I cannot see any reason why it should
miles. It is confidently expected that the Rocky Mountains will be be perpetuated by this House, and I may say that I have
reached during the present year, and that within the same period sub- consulted with some of my colleagues on the subject, and they
stantial progress will be made on the Lake Superior Section of the agree with me as to the uselessness of many parts of the cereRailway, and the track laid upon a large portion of the road now under mony. In former times-seven hundred or eight hundred
years ago -the Parliament of England, which we endeavor
contract in British Columbia.
to copy in this Chamber sat in one building, and tho perI have also pleasure in stating that the traffic on the Intercolonial mission of the Crown to elect a Speaker was necessary,
tailway is largely in excess of any former year, and that the balance in because the House had to have a spokesman; but it seems to
favor of the road shows a gratifying increase.
me that in these days of reform we might well dispense
with a usage which has no meaning now.
I consider that
Gitlemen of the House of Commons:
our time is too valuable for us to lose one day yesterday and
The acccunts of the last fiscal year will be laid before you.
I may say another to-day, so that we have to defer until
You will be pleased to learn that, notwithstanding the expenditure Monday the consideratiôn of Ris Excellency's speech. Ceron Capital Account amounted to more than seven millions of dollars, tainly, the Crown might refuse to accept a particular
the surplus ofthe Consolidated Revenue, together with the proceeds of person as Speaker, but the election of its Speaker is unNorth-West during the year, were more doubtedly one of the rights and privileges of the House of
the sales of the lands in le
Commons. I do not wish to use to strong a term, and if I
than sufficient to cover that expenditure, and that the net debt at the
do, it will beowing to my unfamiliarity with the English
close of the year and the amount of interest paid thereon were less than language; but it did appear to me, that it was rather
a
for the year 1revious.
ridiculous proceeding to invite us into the other Chamber,
The Estimates for the ensuing year will aisobe submitted. They have and to tell us to go back, choose our Speaker, and return
been prepared with all due economy consistent with the necessary to-morrow. I call attention to the matter, in the hope that
some future Parliament may take steps to prevent such a
development of the varied resources of the Dominion.
On the firit Janua'ry, 1885, the large 5 per cent. loan will mature.
A Bill will be submitted authorizing the issue of Debentures bearing a
rate of interest not exceeding 4 per cent. for the redempt ion of this
loan.

needless waste of time.

Motion agreed to; and (at 3:50 o'clck p.m.) hieliouse
adjourned.

Honorable Gentlemen of the Senate:
Gentlemen

qf he fouse of Commons:

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

The subjects I have mentioned to yon are of much importance, and I
commend them to your consideration, with full confidence in your discretion and patriotism.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved that the Speech of
His Excellency the Uovernor General be taken into considçr
ation on Monday next.
Motion agreed to.

MONDAY,

12th February, 1883.

The SPEAiER took the Chair at Throe o'clock;
PRAYERS.

CONTROVERTED ELECT ION.

Mr. SPEAKER informed the House that he had received
from the Hon. Mr. Justice Torrance, one of the Judges
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
selected for the trial of Election Petitions, pursuant to the
That Select Standing Committees of this House, for the present Dominion Controverted Eleetions Act, 1874, bis final judgSession, be appointed for the following purposes :-1. On Privi- ment in the matter of the Controveited EIection for the
leges and Elections -2. On Expiring Laws.-3. On Railways, Canals
and Telegraph Lines.-4. On Miscellaneous Private Bills -- 5 On Stand- Electoral District of Jacques Cartier, declaring D. Girouard,
ing Orters.-6. On Printing -7. On Public Accounts.-8. On Banking Esq, duly elected.
SELECT STANDING COMMITTEES.

Mr.

SPErAKER.
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ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO HIS EXCELLENCY'S
SPEECH.
to
the consideration of His ExcelThe House proceeded
lency's Speech at the opening of the Session.
Mr. TUPPER. In rising to move that a humble Address
be presented to His Excellency the Governor General in
reply to the Speech delivered from the Throne.on Friday
last, I rejoice greatly that I have the good fortune and tte
high privilege to do so at so important a period in the history of my country. I rejoice aliso that the time for me to
move the answer to the Address has occurred
a period in the history of
when so successful
the country has been reached. A little over fifteen
years ago four British Provinces bogan a venture which

over one hundred years ago thirteen British Colonies attempted, and those four Provinces formed a Union called
Confederation. Since that time great as has been the
advancement of the United States, extraordinary as bas
been the progress of that country, I do not hesitate to say
that the progress and advancement of the British Confederation on this side of the Atlantic bas ben far greater in
proportion than even the wonderful advancement of the
country to the south of us. We can recognize with pride
the fact that while during those hundred ycars the revenue
of the American Union rose to $29,000,000 in the seventyfirst year of its existence, the revenue of this country rose, in
the fifteen years just closed, from $15,000,000 to $29,000,000.
We have to recognize at the same time the fact that in the
year 1800 the population of the American Union was as
large as that of Canada to-day. 1ot only has our advance.
ment been greater in regard to the revenue of the country,
but I am happy to know that the incrcase of the population of this country bas been far greater in proportion.
When the Union of the Provinces was consummated, when
Confederation became a settled fact, the strides that were
made in the march of union and progress were such as to
command the admiration of the world. But there came a
pause, which we all remember, in the march ofadvancement.
There came. a time when depression seemed to linger in
this country, and to predict a fate which no advocato of
the Union had anticipated. At that lime, it will be remembered, that one of the great parties of this country rose and
said that it was confident it could restore the successful
state of affairs that had been inaugurated at the dite of the
Union. That party tiien vas in Opposidion to the Government of the day, and while the Government had professed
that it was unable, and that this party was unable to retrieve
the glory and success wbich bad been lost for a time, the
Liberal-Conservative party claimed that, by a fiscal policy
different from the po:icy which was then in force, prosperity could be restored to this country, and Canada enabled
to go on advancing as beforo. Those were the promises
made by that party, when in Opposition, and when the
opportunity occurred in September, 1878, the people of this
country, from one end to theether, by no uncertain verdict,
declared in favor of the policy announced by the LiberalConservative party while in Opposition.
That party
acceded te office at a time when everything looked gloomy,
in regard to the prospects of this country; but we ait eau
rejoice on both sides of the House, that from the day they
took office everything in the country appeared to improve.
One party in this louse contends, i beliove at the present
moment, that the prosperity which bas returned since the
advent of the Liberal-Conservative party to power is due,
not to the changed fiscal policy of the country-not to the
changed railway pobcy cf the country-but bas occurred
in spite of both those policies. On the present occaieon I
have not the desire, nor would it be a fitting opportanity,
to discuss that question, but I can join with everyone
in this House and in the country in expressing my
gratification and delight that since the fiscal policy of the

country was changed prosperify bas returned to Canada to
such un extent that no one can doubt the fact. We ail
remember that, after the changed policy bad been on trial
for four years, the Government went to the people of the
country six months ago for an endorsement of that policy,
and to ascertain whether they had faithfully kept their
trust-whether they deserved a renewal of the confidence
which had been reposed in them a few yoars ago.
The result was one which is testified by the large majority
In the
which the Government has in this House.
present Parliament we have the satisfaction of knowing that no matter what may be the different views of the
two great parties of this country at the present day, the
mass of the people of Canada attribute a groat measure of
the prosperity they are enjoying to the successful and
vigorous administration of their affairs by the Government
of the day. We had an expression of pleasure by the
Governor General when lie came down to this House that
prosperity and peace exist in the land ; but not only have
we risen in the scale as regards our material progress, but
we find that the press on the other side of the Atlantic is
alive to-day to the marvellous growth and development of
this part o the British Empire. We have passed from the
colonial stage and have become an integral part of the
Britith Empire; and not long ago the London Daily Telegraph alluded to this country as "the Groater Britain."
Allusion has been made to the extended trip which was
taken by the Governor General of the Dominion ; and we
recollections of
and
pleasant
have
lively
ail
the
tcur
made
by
bis
eminent predecessor.
None of us, if we are at ail Canadian in spirit, can ever
forget the proclamation that his eminent prodecessor made
of the vast wealth and treasures of the North-West; and
following up that happy example the present Governor
General has lso been anxious to testify, from personal
knowledge, to the great resources which the Dominion of
Canada to day possesses. I believe, therefore, that that is
no unimportant factor in the work of immigration to which
this Government bas paid so much and so succossful attention. I believe the extended travels of the distinguished
gentleman who presides over the counsels of this country,
will do a great deal more in that direction than conld be
done by ordinary immigration agents in the service of the
Govern ment. The general question of immigration is ono
which bas assumed, and i assuming, a position Of great
importance in the affairs of this country. A littlo ver forty
years ago the people of Great Britain were startled by
the fact that, in the year 1841, no less than 106,000 subjects
of Queen Victoria had left the British Iles, not only for the
colonies but for the United States of America. This
announcement caused, at that time, great comment in
England. It was considered that never, from the time the
Goths and Huns had overrun tho Roman Empire, had
such an emigration taken place from any country.
To-day, Mr. Speaker, we are in the happy position
of knowing that instead of 106,000 men leaving our shores
for any such bellicose purpose, over 113,000 men, women
and children have come into this Dominion in one year to
swell its population and to aid it in the march of progress.
The manner in which the Department of Agriculture bas
been administered mu,t comamand the admiration of our
people. Ail the immense resources that this country can
boast of would be valueless without the men and without the
money to make them marketable; and therefore in viewing
the extraordinary immigration which bas been brought about,
we are not alone to thank Providence and the National Policy,
but we must extend a meed of that praise to the successful
administrator of the Department of Agriculture, which is
charged with the regulat ion and control of immigration affairs.
Not only bas the largest number of immigrants ever known
in a single year been brought in, but the Department has
been so successfully managed that the per capita cost of pro-
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anomalous
ducing that result is so small in comparison with previous this Lerislature
the
occupied
alone
years as to satisfy the strictest economist in this louse. I position of not regulating the franchise by which
hold in my hand some information furnished to me by the the hon. members of this House were to be elected.
courtesy of the hon. Minister of Agriculture, which I shall It has seemed to me a curious feature in the history
give to the Housebecause no words of mine could be so expres- of a great country, occupying the position that
sive of the immense progress which has been Canada now occupies, that this House should suffer
made in this respect as the figures themselves. In that loss of dignity, if I may use the expression,
1882, as I have stated, over 113,000 immigrants of having ,the qualifications for its membership regulated
were brought to settle in this country, and the cost of by other Parliaments. It has struck not me alone as
bringing them was a little over 83 a head. In the year curious and anomalous, for I notice that a leading paper
1876, we find that 23,000 odd was the number brought in, of the Liberal Party in Nova Scotia, the Morning Chronicle,
and at a cost of S19.60 a head. That is a result which, I should alluded, a short time ago, in the same spirit, to the necessity
say, ought to command the enti-e approbation and admira- of legislation in regard to this important subject; and in
tion of this House. In the year 1881, when everything concluding a very able article upon the question, said:
was looking well in this country, and we were making rapid " It will soon be necessary for the franchise to be made
advances in the march of nations, the number of immi- uniform by the Dominion Government." I am glad that
grants was only 47,961, who were brought in ata per capita the Government of the day have sprung to their work so
cost of $6.32. Now, it must be pleasing-it must be, indeed, quickly. I am glad that they are about to remove this
refreshing-to find that as the n umber of men coming into the curious state of affairs. As we are promised uniform legislacountry increases, the cost of bringing then here decreases tion, and while, speaking for myself, I am not in favor of
in such a wonderful propor tion as I have mentioned. Not universal suffrage, I shall be glad, indeed, to see a measure
only, however, have men been brought into the country, but brought down which will greatly extend the suffrage in the
capital has been brought here also. From an estimate made Province of Nova Scotia. I feel, as a Nova Scotian, that we
in Manitoba only a short lime ago by a gentleman, most can as well afford to have the suffrage extended as the larger
capable of judging, I find that over $10,000,000 of hard cash and perhaps more prosperous Province of Ontario. 1
was brought into the North-West by immigrants during the believe that while the franchise should be greatlyextended,
year 1882. These are large figures which might be re- still the line must be drawn before we reach that stage
garded with some doubt, but that they come from the arrived at in the neighboring Republic. There is a subject
highest authority on the subject in the Province of Manitoba next touched upon in the Address, that is also one of very
Now, I think that the fact that we are in respect of immi- frequent discussion and equally one of great interest to the
gration rapidly treading on the heels of our neighbors;T people of this country-a question daily growing in interest.
that the difference in the proportion of men who are directed1 I allude to the question of temperance. [n one particular, I
to this country from the proportion who are directed to thet think there will bc no discussion in this House regarding
American Union is decreasing every year, shows not merelyt this important question. I am sure that every hon.
that this country is becoming better known abroad, but thati member will agree with me in the opinion that
the success which has attended the administration of itst the Parliaments of this country are bound to
the
unrestrained
sale
of intoxicating
affairs is equally well known. In reference to another part1 prevent
of the Department of Agriculture, I am very glad to see a1 liquors. I think the day has come when no desire to
sign of the material progress of the people of this Domin-d discuss that point will arise. Feeling thus, I think that
ion; I refer to the Patent Offie-an office whichs since the decision in the case of the Queen vs. Russell-a
has had the special superviion of the Minister presiding decision of the highest judicial tribune of this Empireover it. This Hlouse will remember that in the year 1872 this flouse must undertake the responsibility of dealing
the present bon. Minister of Agriculture succeeded, iwith this important question in the way pointed out in the
after many a difficult fight, in bringing in a Bill which SSpeech. Not only has the Supreme Court of Canada
contained a clause enabling individuals of all nationalities decidcd that this House had jarisdiction in regulating
to enjoy the privilege which had previously been denied to Ithat Lranch cf trade, but in that decision of the
them, upon the condition that the articles they patented Privy Council there is ample ground to show that
should be manufactured in this country. What bas been ithe opinion of that high tribunal agrees with the
the result of that change ? The statistics are eloquent r remarks of its Chief Justice. I am, therefore, certain
regardiog it. They show that in the year previous to the t that the question will be approached by this House with a
passage cf that Act, the number of patents issued was 509, desire to regulate the liquor traffic in a manner conducive to
and the amount received in the office $14,000, while ton years t the material interests of the people at large. In regard to
after the introduction of the Act tho number of patents issuedfifactory labor, it is obvious. that, as the country is probad more than trebled, amounting to 1,732, and the ggressing, as new industries spring up, we are being brought
amount received in the office was $52,000; and to-day-aided £face to face with a large, and every day more important,
no doubt by the successful working of the fiscal policy and the class of laborers in these faetories ; and as the policy of
railway policy of this country-the success is such, under t the present Government is to protect the industries of the
Providence, that the number of patents issued bas increased ecountry, it must accomplish tho task of affording necessary
to 2,137, and the receipts te 460,000, a sum, I believe, aand ample protection to those engaged in building up our
amply sufficient not only to pay the expenses of that branch i ndustrios. The question of the Canadian Pacifie Railway
of the Government, but also to provide the interest on a II approach with a great deal of pride and pleasure. I
sum large enough to complete an extension of apartments a.pproach it with the pride and pleasure of a Canalian. In
for the patents which are rapidly pouring in. I leave, t hat pride and pleasure I recognize no party, because I feel
therefore, that part of the subject with the feeling that a t hat, as a Canadian I am bound; and I have a right to
more mention of these facts is sufficient to command the r ejoice that the progress of this important work has been
admiration of us all. The subject next alluded to in the s uch as no man in this flouse or out of it anticipated,
Address is one that bas always a peculiar interest to ahio ither last year or the year before. When a paper
people-that of the franchise. This is a question which, no o n the opposite side of politics to the party to
doubt, will be fully discussed in -the House, and will com- wwhich I have the honor to belong, had only the
mand the attention and interest of the country at large. day before yesterday to meet this extraordinary
For a long time it has seemed invidious to me that advance in that work with the suggestion that
of all the Legislatures in this immense country, itt was going too fast, I have a right to feel not only a party
Mr. Tt:ppuE.
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pride, but that general pride to which I have alluded. I have
no doubt that the announcement that the road had almost
reached the Rocky Mountains, and would shortly reach
there, came with such surprise upon the people of this
country in general, that it was difficult for any person to
meet the statement in a purely political manner, and therefore I was net surprised at the exclamation tbat the road was
being built altogether too fast. I have alluded to the history
of that important work, but I may recall the attention of the
flouse to a comparison between the manner in which it was
deaIt with as a Government work, and that in which it was
deaIt with as a private enterprise. Wo al], indeed, are pained
to look back upon those weary ton years, during which this
important question hung like a pall over the face of this
country. Both parties had great difficulty,itis useless to deny,
in dealing with the work which now and then threatened to
retard the material progress of the country; however, having
entered upon the work, having induced British Columbia to
join Confederation, each party recognized its bounden duty to
carry that work through at all hazards. The question was
how it could be done without becoming a burden on the resources of the country. That was the favorite phrase, [ bolieve.
Now, 1 say that with this two years of Government
supervision, though the progress made was small-and I
think that the paper to which I allude will agree with me
that it was too small-we have the fact that during all
that time, under both Governments, the sum total of mileage put under construction was something like 637 miles,
while up to the time that the Liberal Government went
out of power 1 believe not one mile was in operation.
Notwithstanding that, when their successors came into
power, they also found difficulties in the way in dealing
with that matter as a publie work. They tok the responsibility, however, upon their shoulders; they saw that the
work had to be completed, and they took the bold step of
contracting with a company to build that work upon the
terms agreed upon, and they came down and asked Parliament to ratify that contract. Parliament did ratify it; and
in June last they went to the people for their approval, and
the people ratified both it and the fiscal policy to which I
have alluded. Now, Mr. Speaker, we were unable in June last,
to predict al that has happened in the year which is past ;
we were unable to foresee the wonderful and extraordinary
manner in wbich the Company has dealt with the road
itself, owing to their great energy, and whic has resulted
in the filling up of the North-West in such a remarkable
manner. At that time, sanguine as they were in regard to
the prospects of this country and its resources -1 may
say that I have never heard any public man predict what
happened during the past year in Manitoba and the NorthWest-not only has wonderful progress been made
with the road itself, but immigration into that
enterprises,
country, the successful inception of
the happy beginning of cities, rising, as it were,
almost in a day-all this shows the succssful manner in

convey passengers and traffle over that road to the Rocky
Mountains from the Atlantic Ocean, reaching the
ultimate destination of the road, the Pacifie itself,
not later than in 1887. And can we doubt that
they will suceol in overcoming all these difficulties ? Why
should we ? Thoy have accomplished just as much of the
work during the last two years as now lies before them in
the next four years, and we shall soon b able to reap the
incalculable benefits te b derived from having a railway
lino across the continent, not the least of. which will bo
those accruing to this country from the opening
up of the immense whecat rogion of the North-West
and the grazing landi at the base of the Rocky Mountains.
The Company oxpect to do this in a year by using
the lake from Algoma to Thunder Bay, and thus
connecting the two portions of the road they will operate
it until the link of the Like Superior section is finished in
1887. Now, what does this represent to the country at
large ? First, we have the fact that in the present state of
that road the trade between Manitoba and the North-West
and Eastern Canada amounted, in the year 1881, to over
$11,000,000, and in the year just past $12;000,000. Wehave
the wonderful prospect before us of an enormous increaso
in traffic and immigration when that road is completed.
At the same time, we observe that the world at large is now
looking upon our Great North-West with surprise and
admiration, a country that only a fow years ago was
regarded as ice bound for half the year. We find that
in the neighboring Republie, where the people have a
very good opinion of their own country, their Congress
is now bestowing a great

deal of attention upon our

North-West, such as I am sure it nover got before. Only
a few days ago I ioticed remarks on the Tariff discussion in
Congress, which I think the iIouse will pardon me for
reading. A gentleman rose and said in roforence to this
country:
'' There are five or six millions of people on the other side, and an
area that is unlimited as to its future development, that may come in
competition with the United States."

Hie then goes on to refer to the enormous value of catlo
and breadstuffs imported from this country, and, continuiug, says :
'' Anybody who wi 1 read the advertisement of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway through to the Pacifie will peiceive that they reach and spread
out before the world a region that is amply sufficient as they claim to
compete with ail the world for wheat."

Now, that shows the effeet of the happy progross of that
road, and it shows the important assistance that Company
is giving to the Government of this country in proclaiming
abroad the enormous resources of our North- est, at the
same time that it shows that the energetic advertising the
Company is doing is having its effect upon foreigu nations.
Not only that, but as we develop this country it attracts
attention in no unmarked degree. In that same Congross,
which the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company have fought on another day, the resources of this country were held up
constructhe difficulties in their way and proceeded with the
to the astonishment and admiration of the world. An
tion of the road ; so that instead of having only 637 miles hon. member said :
under construction, as we had during the ton years precedThe gentleman from Kentucky stated that we had ample protection
ing, we find that this Company, composed of private in ''the
west by the increased charges of transportation on ores. This is
citizens and managed by private enterprise, is in the proud a mistake,
Mr. Obairman. Does not the gentleman from Kentucky
position of bein ' able to show 646 miles additional of the know that just
across the Canadian border there are vast fields of iron
main Une under construction, and 113 miles of branch lines, ore, aad that it is as common in that country as in this? Does not ha
or Pittsburg
making a total of 759 miles in two years. Not only that, know that it can be mined in Canada and taken to Buffalo
than it can be taken to those cities from any other place
but they can show that 561 miles are now in operation, and cheaper
except from the State of Pennsylvania alone ? Does he not also know
they are now managing and oporating nearly as much as that there is no protection in that? Does he not know that on the
this country built during the ten years from 1871 to 1881. borders of Minnesotaon the Canadian frontier, there has been discovered
a vast deposit, the most extensive known in this country, of iron
Now, it is not a question of mileage, it is not a question lately
ore suitable for the very best quality of Bessemer steel, and that the
merely of se many days work, but we have the pleasant cost of transportation on this ore will be but a trifle in excess of the
prospect before us of the work of the succeeding year, as same ore mined in Minnesota just this side of the line? This vast bed
ore of which I now speak is so great, as I have been informed, that
the Company expeet net only to reach the Rocky Moun- of
it can supply ail that is needed for the whole country for many years,
tains in 1883, travelling through the fertile plains, but to and that it is also a good Bessemer ore."
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The reason I refer to these remarks is, because you will
usually fa:l to find such advertisements of the resources of
this country in the debates of the neighboring Republie.
Fault is found with hon. members in this House, I believe,
for having on one occasion advertised the resources of the
neighboring Republic, but at that time we did not know we
would have the happy answer that no less than two mombers of their Congress had held up to admiration the resources of the Dominion of Canada. I have shown, I think
satisfactorily, that in the past the progress of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway bas done much for this country. I
leave it to the imaginations of hon. members, in view of
what has taken place in the past, to predict what will happen in the future, and they know what is happening every
day in fulfilment of the anxious expectations of the hon.
gentlemen who had the boldness to initiate that policy
only a few years ago. Coming to the railway which is still
under the management and control of the Dominion Government-the Intercolonial Railway-we find that affords
another index to the material progress of the Dominion.
We find that, instead of a deficit of nearly $500,000,
in 1878, that was incurred in the management of that road,
and through the depression that prevailed in the country,
the earnings have nearly doubled, and instead of a doficit
the management (f the road shows a surplus of $9,000. No
matter how bad a thing it may be, as some bon. gentlemen
hold, that the country should show a surplus, I think we
will all agree that when the rates have been lowered on
that road so as to be less than those on any other road in
the c)untry-when every effort has been made to satisfy the
people who do their trade by it-we should all be glad that
this railway, for which the Government are directly responsible, shows a balance on the right side of the ledger. Not
onIy bas the Intercolonial been maintained as a first-class
road, not only has it shown an increaso in regard to
the amount of traffic which to a certain extent
must necessarily pass over it, while the trade in
the Maritime Provinces with older Canada increases,
but the satisfactory manner in which it is managed
is troved by the extraordinary increase in the number
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becomes known abroad, and the tide of immigration continues to increase ? One would hesitate to make any estimate. But we know this, that in the discussion which took
place on the floor of this House in regard to the Canadian
Pacific Railway, not a member on one side or the other
dared to prediet that at this time the hon. Minister of
the Interior would have been able to come down to the
House and show figures like these ; and, therefore, if hon,
members were all so ignorant as to the wonderfal
capabilities of the North-West and the progress it would
make, then what can we not imagine to be the
future of that county, and that in the near future ?
I have alluded to the growth of trade-the wonderful growth
of trade indeed-between older Canada and the NorthWest; a trade which has no doubt been fostered and encouraged by the healthy working of the National Policy;
and this trade, to which I have referred, under circumstances at present existing, is likely to increase, and, in fact,
is sure to increase every day and from day to day ; but we
find in the history of Winnipeg itself-in the history of the
capital of Manitoba, in the history of what, perhaps for all
time, will be the important trado centre of the Great
North-West-much to show that the progress of
that country is certain-that it is not a fitful
progress, and that it is not a progress which is likely
to be stopped; but that it is the beginning of a
steady and extraordinary growth. We find that, in the
year 1879, the assessed value of property in the town of
Winnipeg was only $3,000,000, while in the year 1882 the
assessed value of property in that town amounted to no
less than $30,000,000, and not only so but its population
has been treblel sirce 1879. Now, I think that this augurs
well for the growth of that town, which has stood the
natural shock it has received from other and rival towns
which are springing up on all sides throughout the great
North-West, and therefore we have every reason to expect
that we have only now seen, and do only now se, a very
small pirtion of the wonderful prosperity and progress of that
country to the west ofus. Ithink, Mr. Speaker, that among
all the tests which are often ventured by members of this
of passengers who travelled over the road, therefore, House, and of other Houses of Parliament, in this relation,
the road which is under tho direct management of the there are three tests which are at least satisfactory to an
Government shows not only an iricrease of traffic and an ordinary mind : the condition of the laboring classes, I
increase of passengers, but a management that redounds to believe, can most satisfactorily be known and ascertained
the credit of those responsible for it. I now come to a by the condition of the savings banks of this country; the
subjeet closely allied with the matters necessarily discussed condition of traders by the number of failures in the country,
in regard to the Canadian Pacifie Railway-the country and the condition of the country generally by the volume
through which that railway runs; and I find, by figures of trade, as shown by the exports and. imports.
placed in my hands, that the .Department of the Interior Judged by these tests, no iemnber of the Liberal-Conlad an equal claim with the Department of Agriculture toE servative party has reason to be ashamed of the prothe gratitude of Canadians, because, owing to the sue- mises which were inade by tho leaders of that party
cessful and happy administration of the matters coming a few years ago; no member of that party need
under the coitrol of the Department, we have these hesitate to point to those figures and abide by the result.
extraordinary figures: that whereas the total receipte The increase in the suin of the deposits in the savings
from the North-West and Manitoba, from the date of the banks, during the past over the preceding year, amounts
transfer of the territory from the Hudson Bay Company to no less than $6,000,000; the number of failures,
up to December, 1881, amounted only to $820,000, the which, I believe, eau be ascertaincd by every hon. member
receipts for the year ending December, 1882, reached of the House, I am confident will bear me out in the state$2,250,000. Little need be said by myself to show the ment that their number is decreasing. Of course, failures
extraordinary rapidity with which the country is advancing will always occur, and necessarily must occur; but I am
and the satisfactory management of the Department to confident, and I believe that I am-and I leave myself in
which I have alludei. But more than that, Mr. Speaker, I the judgment of the Hlouse, as I do not happen to have the
an informed that the sales negotiated during the past year, f figures with me-when I say that taken by that test the
under the colonization terms, and the regulations regarding condition of this country is satisfactory, we have then the
lands homesteaded and preempted, amount altogether to ggratifying fact that the trade of Canada, as is shown by the
$10,000,000. Not only so, but $2,250,000 have .already i mports and exports, shows an increase during the past
been received of that sum, the whole of which is to be paid 5year of $49,000,000; and I may say, in passing, that there is
within four years under the conditions of sale. That is the aalso this gratifying feature in rcgard to their view of this
lowest calculation; but there is a probability of that sum qquestion-that while owing to the extraordinary manner in
being largely increased. If transactions to that extent vwhich this country is being filled up; owing to the extraorhave already taken place, what may we predict as to the ddinary enterprise whieh has been sbown by its people; resuits of subsequent years as the country is bailt up, oowing to the enormois amount of raw material wbich bas
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been brought into the country, and while the importe are figures, that I can come o
My own Province and
increasing over other years, still owing to the successful do the same thing. Now, not only can I show
working of the National Policy, as I believe and feet confi- those two tests of the success of the National Policy
dent, in proportion to the exporte, the imports are decreas- in the Maritime Provinces, but I am happy to see that
ing, and I think that this is a most healthy and promising through the statistics connected with the Intercolonial
sign; and I also consider that it augurs well for the condi- Railway itself, we are offered a new opportunity of judging
tion of the country. Reference bas been made to of the progress which the people down by the sea are makother matters in connection with the financial ing; for we find that whereas in the year 1878, 2,000 odd
quePtions which concern this country; but with these tons of sugar passed over the Intercolonial, during the
I shall not deal. Suffice it to say that the intimation which year 1882, 29,000 odd tons passed over that road. We find,
is made in the Speech from the Throne, in regard to' the also, that owing to the enterprise of the country and the
extraordinary surplus, in regard to the decrease in fostering protection given to the article of iron, whereas
the debt and to the saving in interest on it, relates to facts 19,000 odd tons of iron and steel passed over the Intercolwhich must bring pleasure to ail minds alike. I feel onial in 1878, 35,000 odd tons of them passed over it in
confident, Mr. Speaker, before I close my remarks, I would 1882; and when we are doubling our trade in that way the
like, while we stand in admiration of the splendor and whole country being alive sot only with these but with
magnitude of ail these industries which exist in the other active enterprises, and when arrangements are being
west; while we stand and are aweostruck by the successful made to increase them ail, surely we cau join bands with
working of every matter connected with the North-West, our compatriots in the West and congratulate each other
I would like this House to understand that we who come on the success which we know we have attained. I have
from the Provinces down by the sea, have no reason to feel alluded to the fact that the increased out-put of coal is such
ashamed, through our consciousness, that in this grand march as could not have been anticipated by those most cognizant
we have not been laggard. We can show results which of the working of that industry. I do this for the reason
will compare favorably with aIl the figures which I have that preparations are now being made in the Province of
given to-day connected with older Canada and the North. Nova Scotia by ail these mining companies not only for
West; and we can show that that large and important putting down new shafts, but for putting in new and imindustry of the country which swells our mercantile marine, proved machinery and providing botter shipping facilities
is ever growing, is ever improving; and we can show, that in in order to meet the anticipated increase in the demand
regard to the fisheries, the most astounding and gratifying next year; so that in every branch of trade it appears to
increase is exhibited in the value of the sales during the past me to be beyond question that a very great and very rapid
year, this increase amounting to no less than $1,250,000 improvement bas taken place. In regard to the position
over the preceding year, viz.: the total value of the sales which this country bas commanded abroad we can turn
for the year 1882 exceeded the total value of the sales with pleasure to events which are transpiring on the other
of fish for New Brunswick and Nova Scotia-which are side of the Atlantic. We have the pleasure of knowing that
ti e provinces to which I am referring-exceedel the the people who are the mo-t activelyengaged in promoting
total value of the sales for the year 1881 by over emigration from Grreat Britain-and notably the Tuke
$1,250,000. Now, Mr. Speaker, not only with regard to this Emigrat.on Fund Committee-have not only sent out Comindustry of Canada can I turn with pride, but also to one missioners to the United States to enquire into the condition
which is looked upon perhaps with more interest in the and prospects of that country as a field of immigration,
countv from which I have the honor to come-I am alluding, but they 1ava sent thiem also to this country, and
with a great deal of satisfaction, to the great benefits I fEnd that the result of the comparison they
which the National Poliey bas conferred on the coal trade, made between the United States and Canada is one which
which has exhibited a most extraordinary development. need be in n-wise disagreable to the people of this country.
The out-put of coal is such as we never anticipated in so We flnd that the Commissioners, the Rev. Father Nugent
short a time; indeed, this was never anticipated by the men and Mr. IIodgkin, reported favorahly upon Canada, and said
who were most interested in it. It was nover anticipatedi that I there were great opportunities f4'r emigration espeby the men who were directly interested in this trade-i cially in Canada." We find, also, that the English corresponbecause they find themselves at the present day unable to4 dent of the Globe refers with pleasure to, and indeed comsupply the tremendous increase in the demand for coal1 pliments the hon. Minister of Agriculture upon the system of
with the machinery which they have, and which they havei immigration which ho bas perfected in the continental counprovided since the National Policy conferred protection oni tries, "by wbich," ho says, "many special facilities and
that industry. Coming nearer to this part of the Dominioni advantages will be afforded." This id testimony which we
of Canada, in connection with this question, I may accept with pleasure, and it corroborates the anticipations
mention to the House a fact that was alluded to by thei which have been formed that the results of the present
Chairman of the Harbor Commission of Montreal a fewi immigration policy for the ensuing year will be such that
days ago-the increase in the amount of coal whichi we can form no adquate idea of them at the present time.
bas been brought from the Lower. Provinces into1 When I contemplate the condition of the country at the preand as far as Montreal in this Dominion duringE sent moment, when I see what bas been accomplished within
the last two years, bas reached 100,000 tons. This1 those fifteen years to which I have alluded, I feel no doubt
is a fact which, I am sure, is very gratifying to thei in reference to the future of the Dominion of Canada. I
people of the Province, who recognize the fact1 believe that, along with this matorial progress, there is now
that their success je linked with the success of this1 being adopted from one end of Canada to the other an
great industry. Moreover, while this was the case in improvement in the tone of the mon who are attempting to
regard to the out-put of coal, no less than 81,250,000, control the destinies of this country. I believe that the two
were paid out to the miners empioyed in that industry; great parties that represent the divisions of political thought
and Dot only was this the case, but we find that thei in this coun-try are now bound to recognize that they are
inerease in the out-put of coal is one-balf more than iti sot occupying the small sphere which they occupied a few
was in the year 1879. Now, Mr. Speaker, it is indeed3 years ago, and that as the country advancees in material
gratifying, in connection with any part of the country,1 prosperity there should be a corresponding advancement
when dealing with figures, to speak of millions ; buta and improvement in the toue of political discussion. I
it is peculiarly gratifying o Imyself, when speaking1 believe that the growth of the country will bring about sucb
of the success that enables me to use these largeI a change in the political tone of its public mon as will bo
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commensurate with the wonderful and giant strides it is
mnaking in the eyes of the world. We have been told that
we must remember that the eyes of the world are upon usnot only upon the resources we possess, but upon the public
men-upon our statesmen who, not merely for the time
being but in a great measure for ail time to corne, will shape
the material policy and the political thought of their country.
In referring to the future of this country no happier phrase
occurs to me than one that was used on a very interesting,
occasion a few days ago when Lord Derby said to the Agents
General of the different colonies of the British Empire, in
speaking of the possible future of such countries as Canada
and Australia:" lIt is difficult to avoid the language of
exaggeration." I have much pleasure in moving the following Address in reply to the Speech from the Throne:
That we receive with much pleasure

FEBRUARY

lande in the North-West during last year, were more than sufficient to
cover that expenditure, and that the net debt at the close of the year
and the amount of interest paid thereon were less than for the year
previous.
That we shall respectfully consider the Estimates for the ensuing
year to be submitted to us, and which will, we trust, be found tu have
been prepared with all due economy consistent with the neceesary
development of the varied resources of the Dominion.
That in view of the fact that on the first of January, 1885, the large
5 per cent. loan will mature, the Bill to be submitted to us. authorizing
,the issue of Debentures bearing a rate of interest not exceediug 4 per
cent. for the redemption of this loan, will receive our carefal attention.
That we feel with His Excellency, that the subjects he bas mentioned to us are of much importance, and that we shall endeavor by our
earnest consideration of all of them to justify the full confidence which
His Excellency bas so kindly expresse d in our discretion and patriotism.
Mr. Speaker, I rise to
Mr. WOOD (Westmoreland).
second the resolution which has been so ably moved by the

FIis Excellency's congratula- hon. member for Pictou, and in doing so, will, with your

tions on the auspicions circumstances under which at the opening of a
new Parliament we shall begin our labors.
That we are gratified by the expression of His Excellency's opinion,
that Canada is in the enjoyment of peace and prosperity, and ihat all
her industries, agricultural, manufacturing and commercial, are in a
heaithy a"d improving condition.
That we thankd is Excellency for informing us that, following the
example of his distinguished predecessor, he paid a visit of some length
to British Columbia last season; and for the expression cf his conviction that the great natural resources of that Province promise, that as
soon as the Pacific Railway is completed, an impulse to its prosperity,
commensurate with the progress made elsewbere, will be assured, and
that meanwhile, the disposal of the lands set aside in aid of the Railway to actual settiers will add to the importance and wealth of the
Province.

That we learn with great satisfaction that while passing through the

United States, Hie Excellency was rejoiced to observe many evidences
of regard for the Empire of which this country formse so large a portion;
an.d that we concur heartily in Hie Excellency's wish that this friendship, which is so fully returned by us, may be as enduring as it is
natural and advantageous to the mutual interests of both great
nations.
That we share His Excellency's belief that the steady flow of settlers
into Manitoba and the North-West Territories last year, and the assurances received of an increased immigration durin gthe coming season,
promise well for the early development of those ertile and salubrious
regions.
That we understand that His Excellency bas been advised that it is
important that the laws relating to the representation of the people in
Parliament should be amended and the electoral franchises existing in
the several Provinces assimilated; and that the measure to be tubmitted to us for this purpose will receive full consideration.
That we thank Ilis Excellency for thse intimation that he is ad vised
that the Judgment cf the Lords of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council delivered last June on the appeal of Russel versus the Queen
goes to show, that in order to prevent the unrestrained sale of intoxicating liquors, and for that purpose to regulate the granting of shop,
saloon and tavern licenses, legislation by the Dominion Pariament

will be necessary; and that His Excellency may rest assured that our

permission, offer a few observations upon some of the. sub-

jectA suggested for our consideration by the Speech from the
Throne. The opening paragraphs refer to the peaceful

times in which we live, and particularly to our amicable
relations to the neighboring Riepublic, which I trust may
long continue. Reference is aiso made to the general prosperity that prevails throughout the country. During the
past few years prosperity has returned, barvests have been
abundant, manufactures have found increased demand for
their products; new industries have been developed ; confidence exists in commercial circies, and activity in trade,
in marked and happy contrasts with the depressian and
distrust of former years. These are facts which I feel will
be universally and gratef-illy acknowledge 1. I assume it
will not b deemed desirabIe to occupy the time of this
House during the present Session at any length in discussing how far these results may be fairly attributed to the
operation of that policy which gives increased protection to
home industries, which the Liberal-Conservative party
advocate, and which they have taken the responsibility of
adopting in the government of the country ; nor yet to
establish the oppoite viewthat nature and Providence have
been so lavish li their gifts to this country that this prosperity has come unaided by and even in defiance of human
legislation. These questions are of great interest and public
importance; but I conceive their discussion at the present
time would not b3 proluctive of great practical good, for
the reason that the course which the present Administration
thought proper to pursue in dissolving Parliament at the
close of its last Session, and appealing to the people on this
question with the verdict which they have given, renders it
sufficiently clear that they regard it as one which meets
their wants and wishes, one which they have resolved to

earnest consideration will be given to this important subject.
That our special attention shall e given to any measure submitted
to us for regulating Factory Labor and the protection of the workin oe maintain, and one therefore which it

man and his family.

That the Bills for the consolidation and amendment of the laws
relating to the Customs, the Militia, and the Public Lands, which Hie
Excellency is pleased to say will be laid before us, shall receive our
consideration ; as shall also any measures presented to us respecting
the Civil Service, the Acte relating to Banking, and the examination of
Masters and Mates of vessels navigating our inland waters.
That it affords as much satisfaction to be informed by His Excellency that the progress of the Canadian Pacific Railway bas been quite
unprecedented, that traffic can now be carried on the main line from
Thunder Bay to within fifty miles of the crossing of the Seuth

Baskatchewan a distance of over one thousand miles, that it is

confidently expected that the Rocky Mountains will be reached during
the present year, and that within the same period substantial progress
will be made on the Lake Superior Section of the Railway, and the
track laid upon a large portion of the road now under contract in
British C(olumbia.
Thsat we share the pleasure expressed by Ris Excellency in the
statement that the traffic on the Intercolonial Railway il largely in
excess of any former year, and that the balance in favor of the road
shows a gratifying success.
That we thank Hie Excellency for informing us that the accounts
of the last fiscal year will be laid before us; and that we are pleased to
learu that, notwithstanding the expenditure on Capital account
amounted to more than seven millions of dollars, the surplus of the
Consolidated Revenue, together with the proceeds of the sales of the
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must for years to

come continue to be the settled policy of this Dominion.
Reference is also made by liis Excellency to bis visit to
British Columbia, to the natural resources of the country,
the development of which will be assured by the completion of the Canadian Pacifie Railway as well as to what
bas been accomplished during the past year towards the
attainment of that end. I have listened with more than
ordinary pleasure to tho statements upon that subject made
by the hon. gentleman who has preceded me. It is gratifying to myself and must be gratifying to every niember of
this House to learn that alroady the work of construction
is completed for a distance of upwards of 600 miles west
from Winnipeg, and that the road has been opened for traffle
and is now in actual operation 1,000 miles west from iLake

Superior, that satisfactory progress has been made by the
Government in British Columbia and upon the eastern and
more difficult section between Callendar Station and the
line from Prince Arthur's Landing, that the work is being
carried forward by this Company with so much vigor and
success even during the present winter months; and further,
that with the branch line now in course of construction to
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AlgomaMills and the steam communication to be established when our people will be able to send the products of both
on Lake Superior, we may hope, by the close of another their fields and their factories across the far off Rocky Mounseason, to have greatly improved facilities for transporting tains and exchange them for the gold of the Pacifie Coast,
the produce of the West to our Atlantic seaports. And and when ocean steamships, in constantly increasing numthese statements will be reeived with the greater pleasure bers, will come not only to our Atlantic but our Pacifie
at the present time, for the evidence they furnish of the seaports, and bring the tea and sugar, the costly silks, and
ability and determination of the Company, to whom the all tho luxuries of foreign lands, and take away the surplus
construction of this great work has been entrusted, to carry of our products to the markets of the world. Mr. Speaker,
it forward suaccessfully to its completion ; and their effect reference was subsequently made to the present financial
must be to strengthen the convictions in this House and condition of the country. This subject will be deait with
throughout this country that not only is it thoir intention fully and in detail by the hon. Minister of Finance in the
honorably to adhere to and fulfil the obligations of their Bad ,et Speech. I beg to be indulged while I refer briefly
contract, but before the time stipulated for the completion to some points in connection with this subject of more than
of that work shall have expired, the work of construction ordinary importance and significance. The revenue of the
wili be finished, and they will have furnished us this great past year bas been largely in excess of that of 1881, or any
national highway across this continent through Canadian previous year, reaching, froin all sources, the sum of upwards
territory from ocean te ocean. I have also listenod with of $33,300,000. The expenditure for cost of government,
pleasure to my hon. friend's allusions to the benefits that maintenance of public works, subsidies to Provinces, interest
have resulted as seen in the improvement and settlement of on our debt and other ordinary charges, also shows an
the country. We must ail contemplate with pleasure the increase, though not in the same proportion, reaching,
extent and wonderful fertility of the territory that bas by including payments on aceount of sinking fund, upwardi of
this means been rendered available for settlement, the $27,000,000, leaving a surplus for the fiscal year of
influx of population, and the inerease in value of land that $6,300,000. The returns of the Department of the Interior
has followed, the surprising rapidity with which villages show receipts from the sale of Dominion lands amounting to
and towns and cities have sprang into existence and grown $1,700,000, which, with the sum already named, leaves a
in population and wealth and commercial importance. total surplus of $8,000,000 in the public Trea3ury. Tho
These facts must be gratifying to us ail;- but they may be expenditure on public works, including payments on account
used by those who are disposed to regard unfavorably this of the Canadian Pacifie IRailway and Dominion Lands,
scheme to show that the profits of the Company upon the approximato $7,350,000. This amount,which yu will note
transaction will be excessive, and argue a lack of prudence is properly chargeable to capital account, will be provided
in the Government in proposing or assenting to the terms for by the surplus I have named, and if to the balance of the
of the present contract. i can only say that it is my hope surplus then remaining we add the payments on sinking
and wish that any efforts made in that direction, in so far as fund account, the result will show a reduction for the fiscal
they are based upon the facts to which I have alluded, may year of noarly $1,750,000 in the net debt of the Dominion. If
be successful. An examination ofthis contract shows that it we take the years 1881 and 1882 together, the expenditure
is based upon a principle which 1 believe it will be univer- on public works chargeable to capital account wilil be upsally admitted should form the basis of every business tran- wards of $15,500,000, and this sum will be so far provided
saction, the principle that contracts should be mutually for froim surplus revenues that the addition to our debt duradvantageoui to both contracting partios.
It will be ing the two years will not reach 81,250,000. The opinion
remembored that at the time when this contract was has in the past prevailed to some extent throughout this
entered into, the lands of the North-West had but a nominal country that the public works which we had undertaken,
value, and if the rise in value since has been more rapid were of such great magnitude, and their cost so enormous,
than was thon anticipated, it is prineipally due to the faict that a debt woull be created involving an annual interest
that by the terms of that contract it became the interest of' charge, which, in addition to other necessary expenditures,
those contractors to push forward that work with an energy would reach a sumn in excess of any we could hope
unparalleled in the history of the world. if any hon. member' to receive from the ordinary sourei of our revenue.
of this House can show that in consequence of the enhanced The financial exhibit to which I have just alluded will
value of lands in the North-West, or of the growth of railway' correct that impression if it still exists in any quarter, and
traffie in the future, the Company will reap larger returns not only will its beneficial influence thus be folt at home,
for the work they have performed and the capital they have but we have evidence to show that the improved financial
invested than they expected, such information will be condition of this country has already exerted abroad a most
of the greatest value, for it wili enable us to show that at important influence in our favor, especially on the minds of
the same time and in the same proportion, the same causes, capitalists in other countries. This evidence we find in the
will add to the wealth and multiply the advantages that, increased value of Dominion bonds. 1 note that Canadian
will result to the Government and people of this country. debentures bearing 4 per cent. interest and maturing in
But, Mr. Speaker, whatever differences of opinion may still 1904 were quoted at 91 and 93 in January, 1879. The
exist as to the wisdom of the policy pursued in the con- same debentures are quoted at 104 and 105 in January, 1883,
struction of thatgreat national work, or for the improvement an advance in four years of 12 per cent.; and it is also worthy
and settlement of the North-West, no reasonable doubt can of note that from the relatively low value they formerly
at this time remain on any mind as to the ability of this possessed they have gradually risen until they occupy
country to provide for the expenditure involved, and meet to-day the highest place among colonial securities upon the
the liabilities incurred in that great undertaking. The year- London market. This result is to us the more important
that is past is one in which the events that have trans- at the present time, for the reason that $30,000,000 of our
pired, the progress that has been made, and the bonds will soon mature, and as you have already heard, a
experience that has been gained, must tend to dissipate our Bill will be introduced during the presentSession to provide
fears, excite our bopes, and strengthen the faith of us ail in for their redemption. This loan upon which we have paid
the future. The past year, Sir, bas brought us, as if by interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum can at
magie, close upon the time when the West will become a present be replaced at 4 per cent., and the bonds sold at a
great and growing market for eastern manufactures, and premium, effecting an annual saving in interest of upwards
when our easterin cities will consume in greatly increased of $300000. Permit me also to direct attention to another
quantities the products of the West. It leaves us in the point. The Trade iReturns of 1881 show a large increase in
dim early dawn preceding the bright morning of that day the importasand consumption of silks, satin& and fancy
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goods over the years immediately preceding, and it is
generally understood that the value o these goods entered
for consumption during 1882 will exhibit a still greater
increase, and will exceed that of 1881 Ly upwards of
81,500,000, or nearly 50 per cent. It is also generally
understood that the returns will show a large increase
in the importation of cotton and woollen goods,
notwithstanding the increased quarntity manufactured in the
country, proving a large increase in the consumption of
these goods. The same will be found true of the importation as well as the manufacture of boots and shoes and
many other articles, such for instance as Brussels,
tapestry and common carpeting, chinaware, common
pottery, earthenware, silver-plated ware, wines, liquors,
tgbacco, and many other of our imports which it is
not necessary, for presont purp>ses, I should now
My object is rather to direct attention
enumerate.
generally te the increase of our impo.ts; as showing
first, that general prosperity prevails, and, secondly,
that that prosperity is shared in by ail classes of society.
This cannot be better illustrated than by referring to the
article of tea, in the consumption of which there has been
an enormous increase within the past two years, something
upwards of 60 per cent., indicating not that the richer
classes drink more tea but that the consumption
has become more general and extends to a class of people
who, in times of gre iter scatrcity an want, are compellod to
deprive themselves of this the very commonest luxury of
our lives. Fears have been entertained that the present
Tariff would bear unfaiirly and oppressively upon the poor
man. Its operation, thus far, tends to show that it does
net discriminate adainst thie poor man's interest, and in the
burdens it imposes, it does not oppress the weak, but, on
the contrary, that while the wealtby and independent
classes have, since it came in operation, been indulging
more freely in tho luxuries of life, there are also more comforts in the poor man's home and fewer half-elad and poorly
fed children in our streets. We have evidence from another
source to confirm this view-the increase in the deposits in
the chartered banks and Government savings banks during
the last four years, which, exclusive of Government
deposits in the chartered banks, during the time mentioried,
are upwards of $43,000,000-tbe increase in the savings
While the
bankg alone being upwards of 813,000,000.
former denote that general prosperity prevails, the latter it
is well known are principally nade up of small sums from
the earnings of the poorer classes of our people, and I know
of no botter evidence that can bo furnished of the improved
condition of the laboring classes, showing as it does, that
they have not only been able to supply their immediate
wants, but to provide also against future needs. No one
who bas listened to or read the public utterances of our
public men, can entertain a reasonable doubt that the
subject which most fully occupies the thoughts and lies
nearest to the hearts of the people's representatives,
is the comfort and welfare of the poor man, and 1,
therefore, feel warranted in saying that the information which the public records furnish, that among
has exceeded expenthe working mon income
diture and a surplus has been announeed in the Budget
Speech, in so many a poor man's home wili cause throughout
this House more universal and heartfelt pleasure, even
though it may not awaken the same enthusiasm as the
similar announcements when they are made in the Budget
Speech of the hon. the Finance Minister of this Dominion.
At the time the present Tariff was introduced, opposition
was offered to its adoption, based upon the theory that so
highly protective was its character, and so tempting the field
it opened for manufacturing enterprise at home, that the
result would be a decrease in our imports and a reduction
in our revenue which even then was inadequate to meet the
ordinary requirements of the country. It may now be
Mr. WoOD (Westmoreland).
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anticipated that four years' practical experience of its
operation inay create an opposition of an entirely different
character, and lead to demands upon the Government for
modifications and reductions, upon the ground that our
revenue is in excess of our requirements. I am not aware
to what extent the Government may feel disposed to
respond to this dcmand should it be made. No doubt the
experience of the past has suggested changes which they
will deem of advantago to the country to adopt, but at the
present time, when there are so many evidences of prosperity around us, when the ability of our people, both rich
and poor, to purchase and enjoy so many of the comforts
and luxuries of life, is clearly demonstrated, and when it is
well known large expenditure in the future must continue
to be made upon public works, rendered necessary by the
growth of the country and for the development of its
resources, under these circumstances, although I recognize
the necessity of lightening as far as practicable the burden
of our taxation, I would still regret that any material
change should be proposed, the effect of which would be
not only to reduce our annual surplus, but to increase more
rapidly our debt and imperil and weaken our credit abroad.
My remarks thus far have had reference to the effects of the
legislation of the past; I will say but little upon the prospective legislation of the present Session. Among the measures
which will be submitted, that which proposes a franchise
law for the Dominion will, I assume, excite most general
interest. It is well known that at the prcsent time the
franchise is under the controlofthe Local Legislaturesof the
different Provinces; that the result is want of uniformity;
a class of persons voting and having representation here in
one Province that in another are denied that right, a state
of things that should be no longer permitted to exist. I am
not aware upon what basis the Government will propose to
fix the franchise for the future, but I may venture to express
the hope that in establhshing uniformity the limitations
which now exist in some of the Provinces may be so far
removed that the result will be upon the whole an extension
of the franchise. 'The importance of a measure to provide
a valid license law for the regulation of the liquor traffic
will be readily appreciated, as well as the necessity of one
to restrict, within proper limits, the classof labor that shall
find employment in our factories. The experience of other
countries has shown that the constant and regular employment of children in factories, at an early age, injures their
health, weakens their constitution, diminishes their mental
vigor and prevents intellectual development, and stringent
enactments to prevent this evil have in the older manufacturing countries been deemed necessary. At the present
time the increase in the number of factories in this country
suggests the importance at the outset of surrounding the
operatives with every possible safeguard, to protect
them from the dangers to which I have alluded.
The advantages of consolidating portions of existing laws
are too apparent to need any comment. And I need but
remind you of the sad disasters that have recently occurred
upon our lakes, involving loss of property and more serious
loss of life, to show the need of any legislation which will
tend to prevent the recurrence of such scenes. I have
before me a statement of the casualties upon our lakes
during the hist two years, and find they have resulted in
the loss of nearly 400 lives. It is impossible to say how
far these may be rightly attributed to want of experience
and efficiency on the part of the officers in command, nor
can we presume to say that accidents will not occur despite
our best efforts to prevent them ; but the fact that the
officers are not subjected to any examination, thatthey hold
no certifieates of competency or character, will create
doubts and suspicions in the public mind. In justice
to the masters and metes themselves, as well as for
the protection of those who place their property and
lives under their control, proper standards of com-
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potency and tests of efficiency should be established. Iregret
my inability to address this louse even briefly in the
French language, not only because it is the language spoken
by so many who hear me, but because the county which
I have the honor of representing contains nearly 12,000
French Acadians, and among them are numbered many of
my best friends and warmest supporters. It las been intimated that to this fact is partly due my selection for the
position, the duties of which I am now trying to discharge.
lowever that may be, I can assure you that any honor
conferred upon me as their representative I will always
most highly appreciate, and any kindness shown me as a
mark of courtesy to them will be most gratefully and cheerfully acknowledged. Had the county of Westmoreland two
representatives in this Parliament-a right which with a
population of nearly 38,000 she may fairly claim-I would
have had one of their number as my colleague here to-day;
but under existing circumstances I can only indulge the
hope that when, before the next election, the hon.
leader of the Government brings in a Gerrymandering Bill
for the redivision of electoral districts in New Brunswick,
will not be entirely omitted from the measure, and the
rights'of Westmoreland county will not be disregarded.
In the meantime I am glad to know that a portion at least
of the French people of New Brunswick, are so well represented by one who can claim with them a common language
and nationality, as they are in the hon. mem ber for Kent(Mr.
Girouard). Mr. Speaker, permit me in closing to make one
personal allusion. The duties which have been imposed upon
me to-day are by Parliamentary usage ordinarily assigned to
the younger members of this House. No one could have
been chosen with more limiterd Parliamentary experience
than myself, and no one could have risen to discharge this
duty feeling more sensibly the embarrassing surroundings of
my position; for 1 cannot forget that 1 am addressing
many who have spent long years and won high honors in
the public service-that I am for the first time surrounded
by and associated with the men who in my earliest recollections were entrusted with the management of the public
affairs of these Provinces, then divided and comparatively
unimportant; who have since united them and formed this
great Confederation; who helped to frame the very Constitution under whieh we now are sitting; and who since the
Union have seosuccessfully administered the affairs of this
Dominion. I cannot divest myself of the consciousness
that for the first lime in my life I form one of this body
and take though it be a very humble part in the deliberations of this Assembly, upon which rests the responsibility
of legislating for the future of a country whose rapid
growth and development is at the present time exciting
universal surprise and wonder; that exhibits to-day a
wealth and diversity of resources that is marvellous to ourselves and to the world; a country that has just outgrown
the dependence of ber childhood, and exults in the freedom
and growing strength of youth; and, conscious that the full
vigor and power of ber maturer years are yet unimpaired
and but partially developed, rejoices as she contemplates the
grand possibility of ber future destiny ; a country which
perhaps more than any other country in the world at the
prerent time ia demanding wige and prudent and progressive legislation in order that, to the fullest possible extent,
ber material resources and the happiness of ber peop!e may
be insured. Mr. Speaker, I most sincerely thank you, Sir,
and the hon. gentlemen around me for the very patient
manner in which you have listened to my remarks, and I
beg to second the resolution now before us.
Mr. BLAKE. I must congratulate the hon, gentlemen
to whom we have just listened for the manner in which they
have discharged the tasks assigned to them. I eau assure
the hon. member for Westmoreland (Mr. Wood) that ho
was the only person in this liouse who was sensiblo of that
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embarrassment and difficulty which he informed us he labored under in the delivery of the eloquent speech and measured periods to which we have just listened with such interest. And the hon. member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper) will
allow me to say that I rejoiced to welcome in his advent to
this House a man young in years, but who gives promise of
making bis mark in the House and in the country at some
future day. We may not agree,.we do not agree, in his
politics; we may not agree with the distinguished person
whose name he bears, but it must, notwithstanding, be a
matter of unfeigned interest to observe the conjunction of
the two persons at one time in the same chamber. The
hon. gentleman, Mr. Speaker, as he proceeded, reminded
me a little of the climate that we hear of in some charming
countries. It is a beautiful climate, and we are all recommended to go there; but after a while we on this side of the
Atlantic, and we who belong to the old country on the other
side of the Atlantic, weary of the perpetual
sunshine and the perennial blueness of the skies.
There was no shadow in the picture, thore was no relief to
the glare of brigbtness, of beauty, of glory, and of magnificence with which for the past few hours we have been
enchanted. It is my duty to present some portions of the
other side of the picture, to complete the sky in which
the hon. gentleman seems to have left out the clouds,
and to say something which may render the climate, if not
quite so bright, a little more tolerable to frail humanity
like ours. I join with the view whiclh the hon. member
for Pictou (Mr. Tupper) said was his view, as to the
expediency of addressing ourselves more particularly to the
topics which are brought under our attention in the Speech
from the Throne; and amongst them I place, as the hon.
gentlemen who have addressed us have placed, in the very
front rank the consideration of the paragraph which tells
us it is important that the laws relating to the representation of the people in Parliament should be amended. It is
my good fortune cordially to agree in that paragraph so
far; I believe that those laws are exceedingly defective, and
that they require very serions amendment.. I believe that,
in this regard, the Government has done that which it
should not have done, and left undone that which it should
have done. I believe that amendments have been mad ain
some of those laws, and at a recent date, which wero
amendments for the worse-if you will excuse that from
an Irishman-that were deteriorations rather than
improvements; and that amongst the subjects in this connection to which this Parliament should assuredly address
itself is the question how far under the laws as th ey wero
brought down and altered for the purpose of the late
election, there is in truth a proper represontation of the
people in Parliament. I was glad to hear you, Mr.
Speaker, when you occupied a place on the floor of this
House, during the last Session of Parliament, express
your opinion, in language net novel but none the less truc,
that the Parliament of a country ought to be the mirror of
the opinions of the people of the country. It ought in truth
to be a reflection of their sentiments. Those sentiments in
all free communities are divided, sometimes with the tolerable approximation to equality, sometimes, indeed, very
unequally; but, se far as my experience goes, they are
always divided in some proportions, and as it is the theory,
so it ought to be the object of practical dealing with the
question of the representation of the people, to accomplish
as near as may be that which cannot be accomplisbed with
absolute perfection, but to accomplish approximately the
representation and rellection in this House of the various
opinions which prevail in the country with some degreo or
proportion to the strength in which those opinions are held
in the constituencies which are represented here. Now,
Sir, this view we held always; this view we daily endeavored
to enforce upon the late Parliament, when the proposal to
amend the laws with respect to the representation of the
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people were brought before it; and I will venture to hop e suppressed instead of being expressed. There were in that
that it is in consequence of the experience which hon. gen - Province, I thinkt woacclamation elections-one of which
tlemen have had, in consequence of the obvious truth of the e you, Mr. Speaker, were the happy recipient, and the -other,
propositions we then advanced, as to the results of the se - my hon. triend from the South Riding of Lanark, who
called amendments of the law, which they thon passed, thal t made bis constituency so safe that ho was unopposed. I say
they have placed so prominently bofore us at the first Ses- - that there were two acclamation elections, and there were
sion after the application of the practical test of that law the a also a few others in which the contests were of su ah a
proposition that the laws relating to the representation off character that some allowances have to be made. These,
the people in Parliament require amendment. I recollect t however, do not materially affect the results; but making the
that our position at that time-speaking for the moment t most reasonable allowances that can be made I take the
with respect to the Province in which we stand total poli as 2,9,500, of which, I believe, there belong to
and which was the Province mainly, I may say exclusively, , the Ministerial party 136,300, and to the Opposition
affected by that particular amendment, was this : parties s 133,200, giving to the former a majority of the people at
were represented bore by a strength of, J think, 26 on the a the pollsof 3,100 only, or about1 per cent. I believe that the
side of the Opposition and 62 on the side of the Adminis- true result, if the constituencies had expressed it here,
tration, giving the Government a majority in that Province would have been to give to the hon. gentlemen opposite
of about 36. It was alleged, indeed, by those who supported from the Province to which I refer, one of a majority
the Administration, that they were stronger in that Prov. in this flouse; while, as a matter of fact, they have
ince in popular opinion than they had been at any previons eighteen,- or eighteen limes more than that amount.
time ; but prudent mon do not rely on their own conviction I see the hon. member for Monck (Mir. McCallum)
Of their strength; they make things sure, and notwith- smiling at me; of course ho knows that if this true
standing those vauntings of increased strength, precautions result had been obtained he would not have been here to
were taken to make that increased strength greater still. smile. If you turn to the district in which we are sitting
And so I contend that the results have shown the effect of * here, in which this House is beld, to the eastern disthat measure to be diametr ically opposed to the true theory trictwith its thirty seats, a true poli would have given about
of popular repre-entation. It was to produce the suppres- sixteen to hon. gentlemen opposite and fourteen to friends
sion of, instend of the extension of popular opinion. The of mine; but the returns in Parliament give twenty-seven
change in public opinion was cortainly very great. to hon. gentlemen opposite and three to friends of mine.
Amongst the constituencies which were changed in their These resuits to a certain extent were to be anticipated from
bounds, with the view of making the Government very much the unfair character in the distribution as it stood, and
stronger, so strong that it would be impossible to overwhelm which was accelerated, enlarged, enhanced by the changes
them, were a great number in which, notwithstanding those which were made in this very district, and which as is
changes in the bounds, public opinion pronounced itself, as- proved by the return, resulted in the abstraction from us of
evidenced by the returns to Parliament, adversely to the the North Riding of Lanark,the old bounds of which returned
Administration. Thoso results are to be found in North a Reformer, and the Riding of Brockville, the old bounds of
York, North Ontario, North Wellington, South Wentworth, which returned a Reformer. Strength being talion away
East lHuron, East Bruce, South Brant, South Perth, East from us by the distribution of the district, in which we
Elgin, East York, East Lambton, South Norfolk and other were to have too few seats on any fuir c'>mpetition
places. I say, in.those constituencies which were altered in as mattors stood, and in which we were depr:ved even
order to make that which was thought sure, surer still, of two of those too fow seats, therefore, that considerathe Act of Parliament to wlhich I have referred, and which, tion to which I have referred was not bestowed on the
I presume, it is intended to invite us to amend, so as to task o amending the Act. But that is not ail, Sir. There
redress those wrongs, failed of its object, and members of isanotherparticular in which tboseActs require amendament,
the Liberal party were returned in spite of the amendment. in which the law as it was ought to be restored and the
The general return was 37 Opposition instead of 26, and the: alterations which under the guise of amendments taking place
adverse majority was reduced from 36 to 18. But I admit ought te be replaced by another amendment. The Governthat the hon. gentleman was not wholly unsuccessful in effeet-: ment proposed, and the late liouse adopted the view, that
ing the object of that Act-which was for the purpose cf' the power of nominating returning officers should be left
suppressing instead of expressing public oDinion-for eight; in the hands of andn t the discretion of the Administr tion.
seats there were in the Province in whic', judging by the That had been the law; and the law had been changed, and
returne, it was necessary to make alterations, and certain public officers, having a stake in the county, and
the alterations made were successful. Eight seats there -esiding thora, owing to themselves and to their, situation
were which, if any fair alterations had been made either feeling a certain degree of restraint in political matters,
to existing bounds or to considerations which ought to have- and moet likely on the whole to be persons who would
bal wéight in the minds of the Legislature, would have iiese to the level of thoir situation, were those among
returned Opposition members. Why, there is one of those *Iom alone the choice could ho made. It was made
cases in which the constituency bas, within my Parlia- unlimited, and being unlimited
it was used in
mon tary experience,been changed twice inorder tosecure-, such a way; and in many instances the most partisan
as a graduai weakening took place in the etrength of the and improper conduet was pursued by officials who were
hon. gentleman's principles in that constituency-the appointed at the nomination of the Administration,
triumph of those principles at the polls, and for three not merely in their own conduct but also as to the
Parliaments it has been represented by a supporter of class of persons whom they appointed as deputies in the
hon. gentlemen opposite by virtue not of popular election election. Now, Sir, I maintain that with a complicated sysin the proper sense, but of an A et of Parliament which from tom of election such as ours is,in which so many questions arise
time to time changed the bounds. Now, if the object be to and in which so much is dependent upon the intelligence,
obtain, even approximately, an accurate representation of the integrity, the honor, the impartiality of the officials,
popular opinion, I say those are traitors to the principle and, though it is in the last degree deplorable, that there shoud
object of representation who legislate so as to thwart this be as there was in the last election a distinct and sensible
view; and I maintain bore as Ihave maintained elsewbere-IJ deterioration of conduct on the part of the public officials,
take the first opportunity of stating it here-thatthe general though there should be an almost unconcealed and unveiled
results of the poll in the Province te which this legialation spiritof partizanship, leading in many cases to most lamentwas applied are such as prove that the popular opinion was able results. I do net impute this to ail these officers, either
Mr. BLAKE.
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to all returning officers or ail deputies; but I do s#y it was
lamentable generally throughout the whole of the country,
so far as I bave been able to ascertain.
Some hon. MEMBERS. No, no. Name, name.
Will the hon. gentleman
Name.
Mr. McCALLUMf,
give the name of those returning offleers. When the hon.
gentleman is siandering lots of people he should give the
names.
Mr. BLAKE. Why, Sir, there was a case in which
the returning officer was appointed, who was the editor
and proprietor of a violent and virulent Tory sheet, in the
locality, I believe, where the hon. gentleman belongs, and
who felt the inconsistency of bis own position so much that
he published an announcement after his appointment that
from that time antil the close of the election, being roturhing officer, he had ceased to do anything in the editorial
columus of bis paper.
Some bon. MEMBERS.
leuar, heur,
Mr. McCALLUM. In this ho showed his conscientious.ness.
Mr. RYKERT. And bis honesty.
Mr. BLAKE. It was somebody else vho was going to
sling,ink in the interest of the papor which lie controlled ;
and this, I believe, took place not far from the constituency
of the bon. member for Monck. I am not sure that this
person was not the Returning Offier for Monck. I thought
so, and that is the reason I gave this instance at the'
bon. gentleman's dom-and. But it happened, Sir, in'
many cases the deputies were not supplied with the necessary papers in due time, and this is a most serions point
which deserves the attention of the flouse. The instructions1
and the duties to be discharged are complicated, and it!
requires for the intelligent discharge of them, by thoso who
discharge them for the first time, that those papers should
be received in time for their perusal and mastery.
These papers were, however, frequently received only
the night before, and oftentimes at such periods that
it was impossible that the deputies could really learn the'
discharge of their duties before the following day. In very
nunwerous cases the ballot papers were printed on paper,
so thin that the ballot was a sham; that itwas known to be
perfectly easy to observe by the impression made in marking
the ballot, without unfolding it, how the voter had voted ;
and I maintain that in numerous elections that the vory
class of the populaiion for whom the ballot is established
were thwarted in the exercise of their franchise by information and suggestions which were there given, and that
the ballot did not really protect, bocause the returning
officer could very easily tell, with the folded ballot
before him, for whom they had polled their votes.
In some cases voters not upon the list were permitted, upon some asuggested right, to polI tendered votes;
sometimes they were sworn, sometimes not, and their
ballots actually conted, though they had no pretencei
or shadow of pretence for voting. In very many cases the
power given to the returning officer to give agents a certificate, in order that they might vote at the poll at which
they ac ed as scrutineers, was grossly abused. It was abused
far beyond any legitimate demand; abusod by giving
certificates in blank, to be used by the agents of the
party for whom they were given, and as might be most
convenient; abused by giving certificatos to persons who
were not voters at ail, not in order that they might'
bona fide act as agents or scrutineers, but in order that they
might poil their votes at some polling place other
than their own, where they would have been objected
to, but not being known their votes were admitted. In
many cases the deputies numbered the ballots; in others
they omitted to initial the ballots. In many cases the
statements required by law were not placed in the boxes,
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and in some cases unsigned statements were placed in them.
Lawful oaths were refused to bo administered; ballot boxes
were opened and the statements in them were changed.
Double returns were made; in one case a returning officer
returned a man who was not returned by the people, and
in another case when the roturning officer returned a man
who received a majority of votes, the County Judge
returned the one who had not received a majority. In the
recounts before the County Judges all sorts of decisions
toolc place, and hundreds, nay thousands, of voters were
disfranchised by the operation of the law in this particular.
There was also a very extensive use of betting under varions
pretences, but really for corrupt purposes.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. You bot.
Mr. BLAKE. I don't say one side only, but that does
not make it the less obnoxious ; and there was the use of
betting for corrupt purposes and as a form of bribery and
corruption, irrespective of the ordinary use of betting at
elections, which, when carriel on to the extent and in the
manner it bas been carried on au late elections, is in itsef
no unimportant engine of undue influence and should, in my
opinion, receive the consideration of this House, with a view
to its repression. Independently of all these points to which
I have referred-and to which I have referrel specifically,
because the Address invites us to consider an amendment of
the law relating to the representation of the people in Parliament-there was a very great deal of corruption which
is covered by the existing law, nominally, however ineffectually that law may practically act in the repression of it.
Many of those defects in the law had been already ascertained by exporience during the late Parliament-by the
experienee of other Legislatures operating under similar laws,
and by the experionce of our own; and it seems to me it
vas incumbent upon the Government-for they were about
to dissolve Parliament before the regular period and to procipitate an election-to have invited such legislation before
the late election as would have been proper to redress these
wrongs, to set aside these difficulties, and to arrange,
as far as rnight be, for the avoidance of those
imperfections.
But
instead of legislating
they
dissolved. Then as to the trial of controverted elections.
In the exorcise of its functions the Legislature of Ontario
passed a law some time ago by which they altered the
style of some of their courts. I apprehond it was the duty
of the Adminirtration before dissolving Parliament in advance of the time, to have proposcd to us such legislation
as would have made clear beyond a doubt the application to
the new courts of the jurisdiction which had been given to
the old ones, instead of which no such legislation was proposed; the difficulty subsisted, and numerous election petitions are now in suspense. The hon. Minister himself, whom
I charge with dereliction of duty in not legislating to avoid
this grievance, raises this very objection, and insists that the
petition against hisreturn in Lennox should be voided because, foisooth, it bas been entered in the wrong court.
The Speech says that besides amending the laws otherwise,
as to the representation of the people, it is expedient
that the franchises in the various Provinces should be assimilated, and both the hon. gentlemen who have spoken
have expressed their opinion in favor of that proposition.
The proposition is not a new one. The bon. member who
now lcads the House brought it before us some twlve or
thiteen years ago, and brought in a Bill to carry out his
views. That Bill, after a tolerably full discussion,
was dropped, and from that time to this the
subject bas nover been brought before the pcople or before Parliament. On the contrary, in the
year 1874, an Act was passed of a permanent characternot temporary as preceding Acts had been in form-recognizing the local franchises as the franchises for election to
this Parliament. I quite admit that there is something to
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some minds extremely pleasing in the notion that there
should be uniformity, but I do not concur with, or sympathize in the view that there is any loss of dignity to this
Parliament, when it decides from time to time, deliberately,
that it will adopt such franchises as the Local Legislatures
themselves adopt, for the purposes of the election of members to this House. If at any time the franchises of any of
the Provinces are, in the opinion of this Parliament, improper, it is quite competent to apply the remedy, and if it
should adopt those franchises as its franchises, it seems to
me it would not involve any loss of dignity. Uniformity
is said to bo the reason, but it is to be remembered that
though for a great many years the franchises, as they
assimilate,have been changing in the direction of uniformity.
Even in the Legislative Union of the United Kingdom the
franchises of Scotland, England and Ireland are quite
different. The Parliament of Great Britain, not the Parliament 0f U Feieral Union but the Parliament of a Legisla.
tive Union, has not found it unjust or improper that the
people of the different Provinces or Kingdoms in the United
Kingdom should elect their reprosentatives under different
franchises. That is the great example which hon. gentlemen are so fond of copying-the United Kingdom,the Mother
Country; and if you take tho greatest example of a Federal
instead of a Legisiative Union, you find that the very same
principle that we have adopted bas been adopted in that
country, but in a still more formal way; for in the United
States the franchise for the election of the common bodythe Congress-is the franchise by which the more numerous
of the two local bodies is elected-which franchise is provided by the State Legislatures. You have, then, two great
examples in which uniformity is not considered essential.
You have this latter efample in which our very plan is
adopted; and it is not to be forgotten, Sir, that uniformity
in narne may be diversity in substance ; because if you are
dealing with different conditions, with a different state of
society, with different interests, with different occupations,
with people-one of whom may have its property on the
sea and another on the shore or on the land, one of whose
property may be principally personal, another's principally
real, a franchise based upon property must be either very
comprehensive indeed, or different in formu, in order that it
may be substantially uniform-different in form in order
that that great resuit which is the true end to be attained.
may be achieved, the right to the franchise given to all
worthy of it in every Province. We have hitherto concoived that the Local Logislatures, with their special knowledge of the peculiar conditions and circumstances of the
people, were best fitted to declare who should have the
franchise. But there are other difficulties. There are difficulties to which I shall call the attention of the House even
at this early moment. It is to be remembered that a uniform franchise, propounded by the Dominion, means a
votera' list, prepared by officials to be appointed by the
Administration hore-means a revision of that list by
officials to be appointed from here-means centralization,
patronage, and the control, by the Government of the day,
over the whole system upon which our elections depend. It is
to be remembered that it means enormous expenditures to the
public in the preparation of those lista, and infinitely greater
expenditure and trouble in the duties the people will
be called upon to discharge in order to have these lista corrected from time to time. It is to be remembered that that
trouble-which we al] know who are engaged in the actual
business of politics-it is proposed to double; because we
are to have two sets of lista, one for the Province and one
for the Dominion, and, therefore, two corrections of the
lists. It is to be remembered that yon propose, in effect, a
double franchise, and, therefore, an additioaal element of
confusion and uncertainty in the minds of the electorate.
Therefore, Sir, for all these reasons I was unable, when the
hon. gentleman formerly proposed this moasure, to regard
Mr. BLAKE.
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it as a step in advance. I believed that the best course was,
unless and until some practical grievance or evil could be
shown, to be satisfied with the continued adoption of the
local franchises; I believed that analogy, procedent, the
example of othor countries, overbore the supposed advantage of so-called uniformity, and these, with the other difficulties to which I have referred, led to the conclusion that
things wero botter as they were. But, Sir, if this were Bo,
why is it that to-day, immediately after the election, the
hon. gentleman proposes this measure, not merely to Parliament but to the country? I could have understood the
hon. gentleman's course if it had been stated in the last
Parliament that this was one of the reforms which
the Administration proposed to introduce, and upon which
·they desired to take the sense of the people. But not a
word was heard of it. We go to the country, and immediately after the election, conducted under what is called a
defective franchise, the hon. gentleman proposes this change.
The Speech glories, as the hon. gentlemen who moved and
seconded this Resolution, in the surplus and in the
application of it. I remember very well when the desire of
hon. gentlemen opposite was to prevent the Liberal Government which was in power from having a very modest surplus. I remember when the hon. Minister of Railways
declared that the thon Minister of Finance, who estimated
a surplus of $500,000, was guilty of a constitutional
crime almost, in pr>posing to have such a surplus as that,
and declared that it was lis duty if he had a surplus to propose measures for the relief of the people from taxation, and
in that way to exhaust a portion of the surplus. But times
have changed. It was the duty of the Administration,when
they came into office, to establish-what? A surplus? No,
but an equilibrium between revenue and expenditure. In
1879 the First iMinister himself, I believe, declared that to
be bis object-and a very good object it is, no doubt. But
equilibrium is one thing, readjustment is another thing, and
the surplus which is now estimated, is quite a different
thing; and I say that those who, a while ago objected
to a modest estimate of a surplus of $500,000, who
proposed to Parliament on the ground that it would
produce only an equilibrium the Tariff which now exists,
and who to-day rejoice because there is a surplus
of $6,300,000, have altered their views in a manner which
demands an explanation from them as to the cause. Why is
it that that which was blameable formerly is now admirable ?
Why is it that their object before- equilibrum-is now set
aside for a surplus?
Mr. HESSON. Because we would not trust you with
the expenditure.
Mr. BLAKE. Well, 1 dure say the hon. member for
North Perth is of that opinion, but I believe there are many
members of the party to which he belongs who do not share
that opinion with him. Now the hon. gentlemen opposite
and the Speech give, as I say, the picture of a wholly unclouded sky, and attribute that condition of things, though
without discussing it, to the fiscal policy. I maintain that
a surplus of $6,300,000 extracted from the people of this
country by a taxation so enormously increasel as ours has
been, is not an evidence of statesmanship, but an evidence
of incapacity for statesmanship. I maintain with the hon.
Ministor of Railways, that a course should be pursued which
would produce an equilibrium or something approaching an
equilibrium between revenue and expenditure. While ithe
hon. member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper) is glad to remember
that while our revenue had increased within fifteen years after
Confederation to a sum equal to that which the neighboring
Republic possessed in its seventy-first yearIwouldaskmyhon.
friend, ifhe will allow meto call him so,whether he had looked
at the Tariff of the United States in its seventy-first year, and
at the relation which existed between the taxation and expen-'
diture borne by the people at that time. But I would give'
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I remember when they congratulated
just this one comparison. The surplus which is boasted an d balance of trade.
which it is proposed to maintain, is a surplus, whicb, if yo'u the country upon the reduced importations, the large
applied it to English finances, would be equivalent to a t extent of which, le said, had caused a great portion of our
least a surplus of at least $80,000,000.
If you applie d past difficulties, and upon what he thought was the in
to the finances of the Mother Country the scheme yoiu proved balance of trade from time to time, until at last the
app!y to our finances, you would suppose a Financ e aeme of his delight was reached, when in one Budget Speech
Minister bringing down a Budget which woul<d lie was able to announce the balance of trade was on the
produce a surplus of $80,000,000. There has been- - right side, the exports exceeding the imports by a small
and no man more heartily rejoices in it than the humbl e sum; now we are asked to rejoice with him to-day-ver.
individual who now addresses you-a period of three o:r satile man that he is-because our imports so largely exceed
four years in which there has been prosperity. We havEe the exports. A list of the increased imports to which our
had excellent crops, good prices, a revival of the lumbe]r increased receipts are due, was given by the lon. gentletrade, and very great development in other ways. Th e man who seconded the resolutions, from which it appears
hon. member for Picton gratified us by the informationi there has been, even over the imports of last year, large as
that the fisheries had been very productive and th<e they were, in a great many staples of the country, a very
prices high, and so in almost every direction has beeni large increased import. I was very glad to read that
shown the evidence of a period of prosperity. But I believe paragraph in the ,Speech which gave assurance of an inthat we would be acting an imprudent part if we were to creased immigration, and still more pleased to learn the
so conduct the affairs of this country, if we were so to shape statistical information which the lion. member for Pictou
them during the Session as if our progress were, in these gave on the subject of the immigration of last year.
regards, assured at the same rate for the future. I believe I have not myself been able, of course, not having at my
that we have already reached the period of over-specula- command the sources of information which the hon. gentletion, of over-trade, of over-importation. I believe that we man had, to reach conclusions on that subject. I have only
have alroady experienced a very considerable amount of such as the newspapers have from time to time given us.
stringency arising from these causes, and from the further They did not lead me to the conclusion that the number
cause that the very large sum levied by the grant from the was so great, and I am rather inclined to think that the
people, and devoted as it has been devoted, and the absence 113,000 must include the Chinese who came into British
of the foreign borrowings which formerly tended to Columbia. Where is the late member for Vancouver?
mitigate the adverse balances of trade, have pressed more Where is the late member for Victoria? Why, I remember
than in former years upon the domestic resources of the when the news was fiashed across the wires last Session of
country. I believe that those very exertions to which the the influx of Chinese into British Columbia, in what diplohon. gentleman has referred, these very leaps and bounds by matie language the hon. First Minister pointed out the
which we have been progressing, are exertions which bring difference between the Mongolian and Caucasian races, and
with them, unless we are cautious and take heed in him, said that although the time might come when it would
seeds of difficulty, aye, even of disaster. While I do not be desirable to restrict Chinese immigration, such imbelieve that irremediable mischief has yet been done, I do migration was highly desirable while the railway was
think it is extremely important that the hon. Minister, who being built. Chinese immigration was not the permanent
is specially charged with the question of finances, should valuable immigration as that of European.
When we
not, upon this occasion, repeat the advice which, as are asked to-day to congratulate ourselves on this inreported, he gave a couple of years ago to the publie when crease of 113,000, I ask are the Chinese included in it.
he said that he was now comparatively advanced in years, Judging from the expression of the countenance of the
but if he were a young man he would do what ie advised lon. member for Pictou, I conclude that they are. I
all young men to do in trade : clap on full sail for a period wonder what the real permanent valuable immigration has
of ten years of assured prosperity. I believe that by such been. I do not know, I am sure. I am told in Ontario
advice as this the hon. gentleman is paving the way, not it was 34,000, an increase that is considerable and gratifyto a period of permanent prosperity, but a period of diffi. ing in iàself, but if the estimaies made in the newspapers a
culty. If we look to our own past experience, to the past little while ago of the immigration into Manitoba and the
experience of the United States, of the United Kingdom, North-West were correct the great proportion was from the
and all other commercial countries, we shall find that they other Provinces. It is extremely important to the Dominion
do not verify the observation of the hon. gentleman; and as a whole, and the Province of Ontario in particular, that we
that caution and care, rather than sanguine expectationshould encourage immigration from abroad. Up to lastyear
with all the favoring conditions which existed for the last it has been almost entirely from the older Provinces; and
three or four years-ought to be the watch-word which he, even last year as far as public information leads us to conclude,
as the financial custodian of the country, ought to give to it bas been to a very largo extent an emigration from the
us for our guidance at this time. The announcement is older Provinces, particularly from Ontario. I am not sorry
made by the Administration that also is gloried in by their for that. I am very glad that any large number
supportèers, that the public expenditure on capital of mon, intelligent and enterprising, from the older Provaccount, which is exponditure on account of the Canadian inces should go out there and develop that country.
Pacifie Railway, has been paid for out of the taxes. I think it is ominous of good to that country thattthose who
Once again we have a strange contrast betwoen are by birth, by education, and by association, deeply at)romises and performance, between professions and results. tacIed to the older Provinces, should take the most promiI remember very well, when hon. gentlemen opposite asserted nent and first places in the settlement of the newer country,
time and again that they did not intend to pay for the Can- and their acquaintance with our modes of thought and
adian Pacific Railway out of increased public taxes. I action, with our modes of government, with our municipal
remember when they passed formal resolutions to that institutions, as developed in the various Provinces, and with
effect. I remember when they declared that the arrange- our school system, will be valuable to an extent not to be
ments would be such that taxes would not need to be estimated in moulding upon what we believe to be the best
increased. They now ask us to express our gratitude that and most progressive principles the institutions of the
we are paying for the railway out of the surplus taxes. I newer land of whici they are the pioneers. But while I
remember at a more recent period, when the lion. Minister say so unreservedly as that that I do not merely consent
proclaimed that it was the policy and ambition of the to, but most heartily approve of and congratulate the counGovernment to reduce importations and redress the adverse try upon the fact that there has been a predominance up to
3
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this time of enigration from the older Provinces, I main- of very serious consequence. The United States Census for
tain that we cannot expect that that state of things shall 1880 indicates that 712,000 Canadian-born were in that year
continue, unless the void is in some way supplied from the settled in the adjacent Republic, being a very large increase
older lands, and that either the void to be produced by the over the number found there by the previous decennial
emigration from the older Provinces-if that is to continue Census, even without making allowances for deaths in that
-must be supplied by immigration from abroad, or we must number and deaths in the number of emigrants from
expect the future supply which is to continue the peopling Canada to the States, and therefore indicating a very
of the North-West and Manitoba to corne direct from older considerable tendency of population in that direccountries. The condition of the Province with which 1 tion. All of these circumstances combine to make this
happen to be most familiar in this regard, is striking. Ithas question to which allusion has been made in the Speech,
hitherto received a very large supply, take it altogether, of and respecting which a gratifying announcement was made
immigration. It has hitherto progressed in population with by one of the speakers, one of very pressing importance as
very considerable rapidity, but as near as I can judge at this well to the old as to the new Provinces, and I am sure hon.
time, that progress is at a standstill, and for the last two or members generally will be disposed to sustain the Administhree years the state of things has been such, that unless tration in any well considered motion which they may
there should be a change we would find a positive retro- bring forward for the further promotion and encouragement
gression instead of advance in the population in the Pro- of immigration. The hon. member for Pictou (Mr. Tupper)
vince of Ontario. I have obtained access to the Municipal gave the House some calculations based on the per capita
Census of that Province, which gives, not indeed the Census cost, but it seems to me, without entering into the details
of all the inhabitants, but the Census of all the ratepayers of those calculations, that the inferences which the hon.
and their families, and which, therefore, as to totals, gentleman drew from them were based upon a fallacy. It is
is not to be compared with the Dominion Census, is yet for quite clear there are certain tolerably fixed charges which
the purpose of comparison of different years a reasonable you must expend on such a service whether the
guide. i find that from the spring of 1872 to the spring results be great or small, and those fixed charges will,
of 1882, omitting Algoma, Parry Sound and Nipissing in when divided over an increased immigration, of course
which the returns were not complete, and it was impossible largely reduce the per capita charge. It would however
to obtain any proximate statement, there was an increase be fruitless at this stage to enter into any discussion of
according to the Municipal Census, of 278,437, or a rate of the hon. gentleman's figures. The Speech announces a furabout 20 per cent. upon the ratepaying eensus-a very ther measure in the direction of centralization. The bon.
satisfactory rate of increase compared with the Dominion leader of the (overnment some time ago stated in a public
The speech that he would, if retprned to power, pass a law which
Census, which I think, gives only about 17 per cent.
immigration for these ten years as given in the public would reinvest the municipalities with the power of regupapers is 254,479, or almost equal to the amount of increase lating the liquor licenses, and I presume it is in pursuance
ascertained as I have stated. But the significance of the of that statement so made that we find this announcement
reference to the Municipal Census consists in the fact that in the Speech. I have not had an opportunity of examining
it is an annual Census, and that you are thus able approxi- the judgment on which this conclusion is based ; I premately to apportion the rate of increase and progress sume the hon. gentleman will take care that it is distributed
of the Province between the different periods of the decade. at an early day to all members of the House, because it
Dividing it into periods, the first seven years give an in- seems to me to be a question of very serious consequence
crease of 260,000 odd, or a rate of over 37,000 a year, while and upon which we should have the fullest opportunity of
the immigration is 175,000 odd, or a net increase of nearly reaching a conclusion. I have not formed the impression
85,000. But the last three years of the same Census gives from a perusal of the reports in the newspapers which I saw,
the increase-1880, as 10,577; 1881, 6,516; and for 1882, that the decision on the question was one which determined
676 only, or a total of 17,769; while the immigration for this point, and i rather assume from the language which
these three years is 78,753, or nearly 60,989 more than the is used in the Speech that the advice which has boen tonincrease by the Municipal Census. The Census of the school dered to His Excellen cy, and to which ho referred, is that that
population leads to somewhat the same conclusions; that decision points to the inference that this power is vested, and
for 1871 being489,615; 1874, 511,603: 1879, 494,404; for vested solely, in the Parliament of the Dominion. For my
1880, 489,924; 1881, 484,224. So that drawing from these 'own part I should exceedingly regret to see Parliament
two independent sourcps the information, it is extremely take any action on that matter whatever, unless and until
obvious that while these do not give you accurate figures, it were finally docided by a judgment upon the precise
they lead to that which other sources of information also point that the Acts of the Local Legislature in the various
lead to, that there has been a serious drain upon the popu. Provinces making the arrangements which are now in
lation of our Province for the last two or three years, that I force, were beyond the power of those Legislatures and
attribute to the continued immigration to the States and that those or similar enactments were within the exclusive
the large immigration to the North- West Territories; and, jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada. In this respect
as I have said, it is impossible that it can continue unless in I share the sentiments of the hon. gentleman's lieutenant
some way the void is to be filled.
in the Ontario Legislature, who, I see the other day in a
delivered at flamilton expressed his regret that
speech
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the Chair.
there should be any doubt as to the jurisdiction of the Local
Legislatures in this matter and expressed his opinion that
After Recess.
if it were fnally decided that the Constitution as read did
Mr. BLAKE. When you left the Chair, Mr. Speaker, [ badi not cover that power, the mode in which the difficulty
1just pointed out that we possessed special means of in-i should be met was not by the Dominion Parliament acting
formation with respect to the population of one of the( or assuming jurisdiction, but by altering the Constitution
Provinces. I am not in a position to give the same specificj and giving to Local Legislatures that, power, which up to
information in respect to the other Provinces, and in regard1 this time it bas been supposed they had, and upon which
to thom I can only refr to the ordirary sources of infor-1 basis for the fifteen years of Confederation the liquor traffic
mation available to us, but which seem to indicate that in1 bas been regulated by the various Governments and Legisregard to them, as well as to the particular Province to latures of the different Provinces. I believe that it would
which I have referred, the question of immigration, the1 be extremely unfortunate if we should, except under the
question of retaining and increasing the population, is one 1pressure of absolute necessity, deal with this matter. I
Mr. BLAKE.
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believe it is one which can be dealt with to infinitely greater works as have been undertaken and prosecuted beadvantage by the Legisiature of each Province for the Pro- tween Thunder Bay and Winnipeg, and on the
ritish Columbia,
ide of the mountains in
vince itself. I believe that the cause of temperance wil'h beother
advanced in those Provinces, in which public opinion may ail of which latter works take infinitely greater care and
be riper than it is in other Provinces, by the subject being trouble than that which is required for the former. We,
retained within local jurisdiction ; and while we know that however, quite agreed with the view of the hon, gentlemen
the common sense of the people of the country, the common wbo say that under this contract great and rapid progress
notion of the Legislatures of the various Provinces for the would be made in prairie work. We pointed out what the
whole period of Confederation, bas been the view that they profits which the Company was to obtain on the airie
had ihis particular power, I think it is to be regretted that work were, and those profits have now been tolerabry well
occasion should be seized by reason of a suggestion that a ascertained; and upon 606 miles-606 miles, I think- of
judgment of the Privy Council contains language from which work, which I think they have done, the calculated cost of
an inference may be drawn unfavorable to the existence of the road is somewhere under the original estimate; and ail
that power, to arrogate to ourselves exclusive jurisdiction. I the subsequent information leada us only to conclude that
is, as I have said, only another instance of the centralizing this is riglt. And taking the value of the lands-at the
tendency of this Administration. The hon. gentleman has value of the lands sold as reported by the Companynever concealed his preference for a Legislative over a Fed- and putting the amount to which they would be oneral Union, and he is going as far and as fast as lie can-and titled'with reference to that section, I say tbat the
ho is going very fast and very far-to make this, which is as- ascertained proof of it in the prairie section as far as comsumed to be a Federal, into a Legislative Union. There is pleted, la about $22,000 per mile, or $19,000,000. With
another question which has agitated specially two Provinces such a resuit before us-, witl such a golden prospect
which are deeply interested, namely, the question of dis- in the very near distance, it is not at ail surprising
allowance. Ail the Provinces are equally interested in the that they should have stretched the Une very rapidly over
principles which are to decide these questions, because the the prairie: The hon. gentleman said-or one of the hon.
rules which we lay down for one must govern ail. Nor gentlemen said that perhaps they miglt have heard itsaidshould I pass from this topic without observing that it seems that the Company had gone too fast. Weil, there are
to me that the conclusion which determines that we are to some respects in whieh a good many people believo thut
arrogate to ouiselves this particular jurisdiction with regard the Company muy have gone a littie too fast.
to liquor licenses is a conclusion much wider and much more h is ufter al possible, with respect te several of their wripfar-reaching in its results than the particular subject sitions, and in respect to several of their engagements, they
in respect to which it is proposed now to legislate; may have acted, as other people believe, somewhat
their far eustern
and it is difficult perbaps to decide, or without full con- imprudently with reference t
and indirectly, which wo
sideration to decide, how far we go in the direction of engagemenis,(lirectly
centralization, and the abrogation of Provincial rights, by know they have made with reference to other matters-prothe system that the hon. gentleman proposes to take. The jected branches in the North-West, in respect to which, we
Speech tells us in glowing terms, and the orators of the day find no notice- now, and which, I présume, are either
have reiterated and bettered those terms,of the progress ofthe abundoned or indefiniteiy postponed, and in respect even of
Canadian Pacifie Railway; and the hon. member for West- the pressure of construction that took place, it is possible
moreland anticipated what he thought might be the line of that they rnay have gone, not merely in advance ofthe counthe argument on that side, informing us that he would be try, but also in advance of what prudence would have dedelighted to hear proven that the bargain was a very good manded; but tbat is after al their business. Tley wore
one for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, because as entitled to proceed within certain limita as far and as slow
ho stated, it was his view, that ail bargains should be as they pleased; and they have proceded rapidly with the
nmtually advantageous.
work. We weme promised that they would proceed witb
the work by means of foreign capital to bceintrohear.
Hear,
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
duced in addition to the Government subsidy, -but up
Mi-. BLAKE. No doubt it is a very good principle, and to this time we do not find that this work las
the only principle on which trpde and bargains can at ail be been accompiished by means of foreign capital. On
profitably and permanently conducted;. but, then, "mutial the contrary, in se far as the Goverument las not supplied
advantage " does not mean a bargain ail on one side. It the means, these have substantially core from the people
seems to me that the faets and the figures which have be- of thia country; and, therefore, they have core up to this
come public within the last few months indicate that this time almoat entirely from our own resources, either from
bargain is-as we contended it was when the subject* was the banks or from the lands, which, in greut measure-in
under the consideration of this House-all on one side. The the largest measure, indeed, and ulmostentirly-have been
progressto which the hon. gentlemen both alluded, and purchased by persons residing in this country. Now, with
which the hon. member for Pictou compared with the pro- referonce to one of the great questions upen which wo difièr
gress which had been made under the various Governments from the Administration us te this contract, Our forecats
which had had charge of the work for soe time, is pro- have been ail from the start verified. We declared the
gress with reference to a different class of work. He provisions as te monopoly were unnecessary, in order to
forgot for the moment that the work which thse procure the construct'on of the work, and werc
Governments had undertaken and were carrying on, was calculated te retard seulement and te impair the
work of a very difficult character-work entirely different prospects of that country, and to croate greut
from a level road through a prairie country. As an example dissatiafaction and diacontent witbin its bounds. I shal
of what might have been done, and perhaps the most nt enter into the condition of things therc te-day.
No
successful example in the world, I admit, wilh the hon. doubt this vil1 bc more fally discusscd at later perieds in the
gentleman, an example comparatively of what might have Session, but I maintain, fi-m ail the information 1 have
been done in that regard, was given him by the hon. the been able to receive, that theme dees exiat, on the part cf
Minister of Railways, with reference to a certain section the majority of the people of that country, a very great
which he constructed west, I think it was, of Winnipeg. discontent and dissatiafaction, owing te tle manner in
There is, Sir, no comparison whatever between a stretch ofwhieh a clause appears te have [een misconstrued by the
railway acrost a relatively level prairie, and su
Administration-and
b
in a sense whieh I ysef have nver
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been able to understand-it being held that the Company
was not merely entitled to, but could compel the Government of the day to exercise its powers of disallowance to
veto charters for local railways within the limits of the Province of Manitoba as contrary to the bargain with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. I say that this
construction of the bargain is not merely contrary to what
I understand its terms to be, but contrary certainly to what
we were told its terms were when the bargain was laid
before us by the Minister of Railways, and reiterated and
reinforced at greater length by the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White). Now, with reference to the financial
caleulations, we contended that the amount which the
Government was about to part with to the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company was worth more than what the Government alleged it was, and that the Company would, according to any reasonable calculation, according to the
estimates which the Administration had itself laid before
us, in some ten months have this road for less than
The
nothing-have the road and a profit besides.
official memorandum to which I have refer-red,'
shows that 6,542,000 acres of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Company's grant were sold for sufficient to redeem
$17,300,000 land grant bonds, at the rate of about $2.68 per
acre. If the North-West is to improve; if the value of the
land in that country is to increase; if it is to progress; if
settlers are to crowd in upon it; if fresh cities are built
there, and if fresh agricultural settlements are to be developed-and I suppose that no one will deny this-the
lands to be sold there in the years to come will be more
valuable than those which were sold in the last year; but
for the purposes of c-iculation and for the purpose of ascertaining the present value of this iand, I will adopt as

the price of the remainder of the land grant with all
tthe town sites to come, with the coal lands, with
the timber lands, with the lands of special value, with the
lands immediately alongside of the railway, as yet in great
measure unsold-I say, assuming that having alil this added
to them, those speculations in town property, as in the case
of Bratndon, which the Company was able to make, and adding al] these together, and assuming thatfor the remainder
of the land, the present value is but what has been realized
for other parts, it would amount to the sum of $49,467,000,
or within a few thousand dollars of $49,500,000, making
a total for the lands at the present values as ascertained by the sales of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company
of $67,000,000 nearly. Thus, the Company's receipts would
be: their subsidy of $25,000,000; Government railways, $35,000,000, and the proceeds of lands already sold, $17,300,000,
or a total of $77,300,000. The value of the unsold lands
would be $49,500,000, making the total receipts $126,800,000. Now the Company estimates, by the statement to
which I have referred, the road completed and equipped, and
including besides the road which they contracted to build,
and in respect of which the calculations were made, no less
that 684 miles of their own road-the eastern part, the
North Shore, the Canada Central and certain branches in the
west and on the way west-the subsidy of $25,000,000,
820,000,000 land grant bonds and $90,000,000 of stock
which they are putting on the market at 60 ets.equal to $54,000,000-making a total of 699,000,000. Deduet the net value of the 684 miles-which is subject to
liens, say, $5,500,000-I-presume it cannot be less, having
regard to the character of the road, and the character of the
bulk of the country through which it passes-and it is worth
a net sum of $9,000,000, making the cost of the road as
contracted for 890,000,000-the cost I mean to the Company. The G'overnment works handed over, their subsidy,
the land grant bonds already practically attended to, and
the unsold lands together realizing $126,800,000, it is easy to
see that according to present appearances they are to have
the road-completed, equipped, with interest paid on the
Mr. BLAKE,
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capital expended during construction-for nothing, and
with a profit of about $37,000,000.
This is the result
which is indicated by the official memorandum of December.
Th'is is the result which the hon. member for Westmoreland
(Mr. Wood) justifies on the good, general business principle
that all bargains should be mutually advantageous ; and he
says that an arrangement under which one party to the
bargain is to build a road and equip a road which is to be
its own property afterwards, and to receive the whole value
of what it does, and some $30,000,000 or $40,000,000 more, is
a bargain which ismutually advantageous. Well, Mr. Speaker,
I admit that it is advantageous, but I think the advantage was
all on one side, and it is my opinion that if the course
which was recommended and pressed on the House by this
side of the Chamber, viz.: that we should give value to
the lands of the North-West and develop the country by
prosecuting with rapidity and vigor the prairie section,
and postpone any arrangements for the construction of the
ends until we had-as by these one and a half or two years
opeiations, we would have-produced these results for ourselves instead of for the Company, we would have been
able to make a bargain under which the Canadian Pacifie
Railway would have been completed just as soon as it may
reasonably be expected to be completed now, but on terms
infinitely more advantageous to the country-infinitely
more advantageous, even if we only consider the financial
question-infinitely more advantageous, if we consider also
the question of the alienation of the land, the question of
monopoly, and all the other questions of privilege and
exception which are so glowingly set forth in the prospectus
to which I have referred. The prospects also as to traffic
are announced, and these, too, we might have realized for
ourselves. These conditions, giving the value of the enterprise and to be considered accordingly in the price at which
the road was to have been contracted for,could have been ascertained for us as for others. It turns out that even in its
incomplete and disconnected position the eastern section
bas returned $3,200 per mile per annum; the western section bas returned $3,600 per mile per annum, and the Company confidently predicts that within a short time its earnings will compare favorably with the earnings of American lines similarly situated, which are stated at somewhere about 67,500 per mile per annum. I maintain
that at an earlier date than could have been supposed
possible, by proof more cogent than we could have reasonably expected, the views which we pressed-unfortunately without success-upon this Chamber when this
contract was before it, have been verified, and that
whether you consider the' financial aspect alone or the
more important aspects to which I have referred, the
policy which we propounded in opposition to the policy
of the hon. gentleman has been already proved-and
I believe that from day to day, and from year to year,
will be more emphatically proved-the true policy for the
country. I was glad to see from the Speech that the Public
Lands Act is to be amended. On this point also-with referrence to the management and administration of the public lands in the North-West-we have been at issue with
the Administration, and we agree that the Public Lands Act
requires amendment. I believe that the system which
hon. gentlemen have inaugurated-that the various schemes
which from time to time, they have devised and brought
forward, have been, or the great majority of them,
unfavorable ; that they have produced ill results, and
that a better and simpler system would have produced
better results for thepublic of Canada, who are interested
in this question financially, and to the whole people of
Canada, old and new, who are interested in the early
and satisfactorys ettlement of the country. I believe
that the system which should have as little as possiblo
introduced the middleman and allowed him to intervere
between the public and the actual settler, would have
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been the true system, and that speculative sales, whether
to colonization companies or togreat farming companies,
or to individuals, otherwise than on conditions of setThe
tlement, are injurious instead of 'advantageous.
anticipation
in
say
not
will
projected-I
gentleman
hon.
of, but I will say shortly and conveniently before the
late elections-a great system of colonization companies
-a system, which, acting on what he himself described,
standing where he now sits, as the "land craze of
the North-West," extended the area of that land craze.
Almost everybody thought they were going to get rich at
-no cost to themselves, at no risk to themselves, at little investment of their own, and at somebody else's expense;
andgit is said that some 314 applications for colonization
companies or parties, were favorably received by the Administrat ion How many of them have succeeded ? How
many came to a head? How many of them have paid the
instalments which have been called for? How large a settlement have they actually accomplished or promoted ?
What sort of demands have been made upon the Administration with reference to these companies, and what is the
present attitude, view and opinion of the Administration
as to the colonization company scheme? Sir, I can give
you upon this subject a little authentie information. I
hold in my hand the report of the directors of one of
the colonization companies made to their shareholderà
on the 10th of September, 1882, and it contains these words:
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pany of which the public have been informed, have been not
the settlement ot immigrants in the North-West, but
the expulsion of actual settlers from its lands; and, there-

fore, if this be the only company of the bon. gentleman's
lot which bas performed its obligations, nnd if the cornpany, which was performing its obligation8, was expelling,
1 wonder what the settling companies were doing. The
truth is, that that which alone could justify the formation
-I do not say of all, for some may have been formed on
business principles ; but any large number of the colonization companies at all, viz.: that they were about to intro-

duce into the country immigrants from across the water
who otherwise would not be got here, was not asked of
them ; that it was not on that basis that the scheme was

carried out, and that the men who went into them-I do
not say all, but the great bulk of thei-expected to take
advantage of the wave of settlement over the country,
produced by other causes, to become middlemen, not
giving any valuable consideration, but reaping a profit
between the settler and the Government. Now, Sir, I do not
know whether the bon. gentleman bas held rigidly to his
statement, which I have just read. I observe that there
bas been an extension of time. I observe an announcement in the papers that the last day of grace is to expire

on the 28th of this month, and after that date there
is to be a cancellation of those in default. But it
would be interesting to know, after the roll is
made up and arrangements are completed, what the
" On the 15th inst., an interview was had with Sir John A. Macdonal
actual results have been, not in the sale of lands to
by the President and Secretary, and Messrs. Johnson, Kingsmill and
McNee, on the question of when the survey of the tract would be prose4 the speculators, but what the practical, tangible resuits
cuted, so that the operations of the Oompany might be proceeded with. have been in the way of placing permanent settlers on the
The Minister declared that no promise of survey could be made untiý lands of the North-West. The administra4ion of the Land
the first instalment was paid, and a contract entered into by the Com4
pany; that even after the instalment was paid, the time at which a sur- Department certainly does not possess the merit of
Lands
veyorwould be appointed was entirely uncertain-it might be a year, or it constancy. There have been continuali chaiges.
might be more; that there was an insufficie ut number of surveyors avail- are offered for sale; the order is suspended; once
able for the requirements of the Government, and they preferred employing them along the lines of railway; that, in short, we must pay the again they are opened; and so forth. I have seen, and
money and take the chances of a survey, as Sir John expressed it, "within read, and hoard constant complaints of the difficulty of
Being asked if the Company would be afforded an knowing what the regulations are for the guidance of settlers
the next 25 years'
opportunity of enquiring further into the quality of the lands before at any particular time. Great difficulties have arisen-and
paying for them, 8ir John replied that the Government could make nô
concessions in that direction. On the question of an extension of time I think it is important that later on these questions should
for the payment of the first instalment, the Minister declared that lie be very fully discussed, because I presume we are only on the
could hold out no hope either to our Company or to others similarly
situated, as he found that these enterprises had been entered into in a threshold of these difficulties-as between the Government,
You have the speculator
merely speculative spirit, and that their effect had been to retard rather the companies and the settlers.
than promote the settlement of the country. He stated that he could and the homesteader; you have the bona fide squatter and
not, of course, say in advance what would be doue at the meeting of
Council, which was shortly to be held, but that he intended to oppose the speculative squatter; you have those who jump claims,
some for themselves, and some for speculators, companies
making concessions to any Colonization Company."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. What company is that?
Mr. BLAKE. The Saskatchewan Forks Colonization
Company.
The Saskatchewan
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
Forks!
Mr. BLAKE. I believe that was the company in which
the hon. gentleman roped in the press; for he had companies for everybody, for every class, for every creed, I
believe for every denomination. There was one company
for the licensed victuallers, another for the temperance
people, one company for one denomination, and another for
another, and the hon. gentleman gave to the press this interesting statement that I have read-but tbat was not
before the 20th of June; that was on the 15th of September,

when it was all over. I observe that a gentleman whose
voice we miss in this Chamber, but whose name we shaîl
have the opportunity of greeting yearly in the Publie
Accounts-I mean the new Inspector of Colonization
Companies-stated the other day at a meeting, I believe, of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway Directors, that the only company in the North-West which had performed its obligations,
was the Qu'Appelle Farming Company; and I was a little
surprised at this statement, because you will recollect that
the principal operations of the Qu'Appelle Farming Com-

and others; and circumstances have been stated to me of
the very greatest injustice in this regard. On the whole I
believe it will be fouiid that the administration of the lands
of the North-West does not redound to the credit of the
Administration. These regulations and laws do require
amendment, and I trust the amendments promised us
in the Speech from the Throne will be improvements. I
observe that the regulations regarding public lands have
been changed-that a portion of the difficulties wbich
I suggested are now recognized by the hon. gentleman,
although I confess he does not seem to me by his
change to remove those difficulties. I hope we shall
know to what extent under the old regulations public land
]eases have been made and on what terms the hon. gentleman proposes to couvert those leases of some of the most
valuable portions of the North-West into freeholds. So with
reference to timber limits, it was said that a very large
proportion have up to this time been parted with, and on
terms which have affordéd a very fair profit to the fbrtunate
individuals who have from time to time received the favor of
grants from the Government. I will not trespass on the tine
of the House by touching upon the other topics of the Speech
because I believe they can be more effectually deaIt with
when the measures come down, before passing to a point or
two which I think deserve notice. 1 wish to say that 1 do
not agree with the statement of the hon. member for Pictou
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as to the result of the application of one of his tests of prosperity. He said ho believed that the failures had
decreased during the current year. My recollection of the
reports of the Dunn and Bradstreet agencies from which we
derive our information in this regard, is that the failures
have very greatly increased this year as compared
with last year. I do not hold that these failures have
increased to an alarming extent, yet I do hold that
the indication of increasing prosperity to which the
hon. gentleman directed us as a test, proves, if it
proves anything, the reverse of that which he intended.
Now, Sir, one other point with reference to the statement
of the bon. member. He adverted to the high prices and
the values of the fisheries thià year. I do not know whether
the hon. gentleman attributed that to the fiscal policy of the
Administration, but I believe the Administration is no more
responsible for that high price than it is responsible for the
lower price of grain, though according to the views of
hon. gentlemen opposite, there is a credit to be attached to
them for the high prices which obtained for grain in former
years, and it would be only fair to charge them with the
responsibility for that fall in grain which has stiuck so
many faithful friends of theirs in the rural communities
with dismay-who believed that so long as the Conservative party were in power under their present leader, he
would make such arrangements in the markets of the world
that wheat would always be high. Now the price of fish is
high. It is duo to what, I suppose, we must thank Providence for, the failure in the fisheries of other countries, the
failures of the fisheries of Norway, and to a considerable
extent, those of Newfoundland, which have diminished the
supply of fish,• and of course increased the value. I am
glad to say there is a considerable prospect of the extension
of our fishing industry under these circumstances, and more
vessels are under construction with a view of taking advantage of the favorable tide. I suppose the hon. gentleman
would attribute these results to the bounty of $2 per head,
which was prescribed by the Act of last Session, but which
has not yet been obtained. It seems to me the casues to
which I have referred are more likely to have produced
them than the hon. gentleman's bounty. There is an omission or two in the Speech which, I think, deserve attention.
the foreign trade negotiations.
In the first place,
The Speech for 1879 announced a negotiation for the
development of trade with France, Spain and the colonies.
The Speech for 1880 declared that the increased foreign
trade of Canada, and the proposed Imperial negotiations,
demanded our closest attention anç watchfulness and
required a representative in London. But upon this sub.
ject the Speech is mute to-day. We have nothing conveyed
to us in this authentic fashion, and the ordinary sources of
information tell us that the negotiations which have been
going on, more or less, almost ever since the Administration
came in, have now been postponed until after the completion
Of the negotiations for a commercial treaty between France
and the United Kingdom-another proof of the wisdom of
the step which we pre posed to Parliament last Session, that
we still obtain a greater measure of freedom in the conduct
and maturing of our own commercial relations. Once again
a former Speech ushered in a subject with pæans of joy, and
upon that subject there is an ominous silence to-day-the
poor Charybdis. I recollect when I huard read the Speech in
1881, which declared that, "lHer Majesty's Government las
generously presented to Canada, for training school
purposes, the steam corvette Charybdis, lately returned from
service in the Chinese seas," and promised us the papers
on that important subject; and the orators of that day in
performing the duty which my hon. firiends have just
so ably discharged, were enthusiastic over the presentation.
The hon. member for West Toronto declared that it
formed "a pleasing feature in the Speech. This generous
act proves that the Imperial Governiment still retains its
Mr, Brass.
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sympathies for us." The hon. member for Yamaska
was still more gushing. "The Speech," ho said, "refers to
the generous gift that Her Majesty's Government bas just
made to Canada, by sending us the splendid steam corvette,
Charybdis. This gift, that the country accepts with the
greatest gratitude, was destined to supply a want long felt
in the organization of the forces of the country. We are a
maritime people. Perbaps no country in the world possesses a more extensive seaboard than ours, and the interior
is covered with lakes and rivers that constitute, as it were,
vast inland seas. Nevertheless we are wanting in marines.
The training ship is calculated to create this new calling,
and our young met will be able to defend the country on
the high seas with as much skill and valur as on
the land."
But where is she now? Why, Sir, you
cannot find her, evenin the Speech from the Throne. After
an expenditure of several tens of thousands of dollars we
know nothing about her, except that the newspapers
tell us that she bas been returned and the gift that was
ushered in with so much eclat, and the added strength and
dignity which was gained by the Administration a
couple of years ago having passed away, they have not
a word to say about her. They leave her to one side.
They pass in silence this subject. If no one else will, let
me be permitted to pay my tribute to the departed
Charybdis. Now, Sir, we are here as a new Parliament to
discharge our functions under circumstances which have
given to the hon. gentlemen opposite a very decided
Parliamentary majority-a majority, as I have proved, far
in excess of what the popular vote would have given them
-assuring to them theopportunity of executing their own
views with reference to the policy of this country, on al
points during the natural term of that Parliament. Its
political forces are pretty much as the forces of the old
Parliament. To hon. gentlemen opposite is given the
power to which I have referred, and to us is allotted the
task of criticising their transactions, of watching the discharge of their functions, of propounding our views and of
proving, as I believe we shall be able to prove, year after
year, as experience gives us the opportunity, the soundness
of those counter views which we have pressed upon the
attention of the Parliament of this country from time to
time. While, as I have said, the political constitution of
this Parliament, in a Parliamentary sense, is the
same as that of the Parliament which preceeded it,
we know that there are here many new faces, and that
there are absent many faces with which we have been
familiar, and this Parliament, like other new Parliaments,
though similar, in a party sense, will yet form a character
of its own, and create a fate-a reputation for itself. Much
is in its hands. Upon its prudence, upon its patience, its
deliberations, its candor, its moderation, the judgment which
it exercises, much will depend. For my part, I will express
the hope that, adverse though may be the political complexion of my own views, those deliberations may be of the
character to which I have referred; that they may be moderate, careful, candid and patient, and that when its term
shall have expired wu may all be able to join in the statement that the things which it has done have redounded to
the honor and advantage of the land we love and serve.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD. I certainly can find no
fault with the spirit in whicb my hon. friend bas addressed the louse on this occasion ; and I can cordially join with
him, as all this Holiuse can do, in bis concluding sentence.
No matter what Cur p) itical antecedents may have been, n >
matter what cur political p')oclivities are, we are all, I
believe, true Canadians, anxious to forward the best interests of this country, although our opinions may vary as to
the best mode of fostering its prosperity. Although it is
not likely that during the prosent Parliament, any more
than the last, I shall be found to agree with my hon, friend
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in many things, I can cordially coincide with him in hi s Gerrymandering Bill, as it has been called. Well, Mr.
opening remarks respecting the two gentlemen who move d Speaker, when that Bill was brought in I took occasion to
and seconded the Address.
is exceedingly appropriat e say that it had been my duty as Prime Minister, in 1872,
and well deserved compliment to those two gentlemen mus t to lay a new scheme for representation before the Parliahave met with the approbation and assent of every membe r ment of Canada; and then in 1872 I was charged with
you
of this House. It must be gratifying to both sides of th(e wilfully rearranging, readjusting, disarranging -if
House to see such evidences of intellectual force brought s o like-the representations of the country for political
early into play at the beginning of this new Parliamenti ; purposes, and last Session when that Bill was before Parlia.
but while it must have been gratifying to hon. gentlemenn ment the hon. gentleman on the other side rose and apin an intellectual sense, it must have been, as you Can wel l proved of the legislation of 1872, and desired that we should
understand, and as the House can well understand, especi - adhere to the principleofthat Bill. I declared then that in
ally gratifying to me, when I see the son of my old colleagua e 1892, when I intended to introduce anothor Bill, I should
and friend, who has fought the battle with me side by side find, and the country would find, that those gentlemen would
for twenty years-for our alliance commenced long before inst as strongly advocate the Bill of 1882 as they did that of
Confederation-to see the son of a colleague take that dis - 1872, and I said we would have to wait for ton years to be
tinguished step, take at once a position in this Bouse. I able to show the correctness of the principle on which
say it is exceedingly gratifying to me, gratifying to my col- - our Bill was founded. But I find that in one year it has
league, and gratifying tothe whole Conservative party. The had that effect. True, the hon. gentleman says there bas
hon. gentleman also paid a just compliment to the seconder been a suppression of public opinion, but he had to admit
of the Address. His language, fluent, clear, explicit, elo- - that certainly the rearrangement of the constituencies in
quent, shows that he, too, is going to take a distinguished the Province of Ontario, from which lie and I both acquire
position in the Parliament of Canada. But my hon. friend, our right to sit in this flouse, the representation as altored
while he paid a high compliment to the manner of the by the Bill of last Session, bas caused an increase in the
speeches of my hon. friends, took objection to the substance. number of the followers of the hon. gentleman and a deCould there be a
He had to object, he had to complain. As bis able pre- crease in the number of my followers.
decessor said': "What is the use of an Opposition if it does more convincing proof of the justice and the equity of that
not oppose? " and be felt it was bis role to commence by arrangement ? But the hon. gentleman says it was a supan immediate opposition, going back to the old obsolete pression of public opinion. If there had been a full expressystem of making long speeches on the Address. He com- sion of public opinion, taking the hon. gontleman's own lanmeneed at once to play the role of an oppositionist by guage, perhaps our majority might have baen 36 again. Ie
attacking myhon. friends in almost every statement that they renarked that the law respecting representation required
mnade. In the first place he said that the prospect held out several changes, several amendments, and that before
v those gentlemen was too good, the sunshine was too coming to Parliament we ought to have secured those
str'oig. He was dazzled with excess of light; he cotild not amendnents.
Sir, we went to Parlianient on the laws
stand the light of prosperity that was poured over this passed by the hon. gentleman himself -the election laws
flouse through the lips of my two hon. friends. I do not and all that concerned representation were enacted by the
say that the bon. gentleman loved darkness rather than hon. gentlemen opposite-and we went to the country upon
light, because bis political deeds were the reverse of good. those laws. The hon. gentleman spoke last Session of the
I do not wish to say so, but he complained that there were manner in which that Bill altered the appointment of
no shadows. Well, Mr. Speaker, the shadows may come returning officers. The Government took the power into
by-and-bye. The hon. gentleman says that there bas been their bands, under their responsibility as a Government, of
a repression, a suppression of public feeling at the last elec- appointing the returning officers; but it will be found on
tion; and if that suppression had reduced the Conservative looking over the list of those officers, that in the vast majority
îmajoriV from 3G to 18 in the present Parliament from of cases we Io-k iho officers that previouslyhad been acting,
Ontario, it might go on and still further reduce the majority and it was only in cases wheie the Government knew, and
and change them to a minority, and then, Mr. Speaker, were morally and legally convinced, that the persons who
perhaps we shall have shadows enough. We have brilliant would officiate as returning officers would be unwvorthy of
sunshine now, the light of prosperity shines over the trust, that the Government made any other selection. It
us, but political and financial difficulties are sure to is so, Mr. Speaker; and when the hon. leader of the Opposicome. The hon. gentleman's æsthetic tastes will be satis- tion says that those returning officers acted improperly and
fied to the utmost extent, for light and shadow will then be partially, I say there is no evidence whatover to sustain
properly mingled, and Rembrandt will be infnitely more that charge. I believe the elections in June last were
than Turner in the picture. My hon. friend put me much conducted on the whole as fairly and impartially, and that
in mmd of an old Newcastle collier who had been boxing the people had as fair an opportunity of electing those
the compass for many years, and in the exigencies of the whom they wished to represent them, as the people of any
last long voyage he had heen in almost every foreign country ever had in the world. But the hon. gentleman
country. Alter a vi>it of seven years to the West Indies he said they were officials who had characters to maintain,
came back to England, and when his ship was approaching and if they had been appointed they would have
the ]and, and when he felt the familiar sleet and storm and been restrained by their
official
position,
and
saw the familiar clouds, he put on his son'-wester and his they would have acted impartially beyond a doubt.
pea jacket and said: "This is something like weather; The bon. Finance 3Minister says that in New Brunswick no
none of your infernal blue skies for me." This is the feel- change was made in the returning officers, they being the
ing of my hon. friend. We will be satisfied, however, to sheriffs in all cases. In Ontario, in the majority of cases,
bask in the sunshine and leave the storm and the clouds the shoriffs or registrars were selected ; but what if they
and the tempest to my hon. friend. My bon. friend, after had iot been? fHad this Government, had the Dominion,
a few preliminary remarks, spoke of the clause in the as a whole, any assurance of impartiality by persons holdSpeech relative to representation in Parliarment. He alluded ing office during the pleasure of» the Ontario Government ?
in a very kind and good-natured way to the legislation of Why every member of the Ontario Government went
last Session, and he assumed that it lad to be amended. into the June contest ; they abandoned thoir duties, they left
Well, that cannot be amended for ten years, under the Con- the Government to sink orswim, they took the stump, to use
stitution. Right or wrong, there it must remain until the the common expression, and they thought their existence
next decennial Census. He took occasion to refer to the depended on the defeat of the Dominion Government. They
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threw themse}ves into the contest, and while the hon. gen. - think, in 1870; but I am not sure that he went to the
tieman speaks of improper acts done during the elections, extent of stating that he still desired that the electoral
coming within his personal knowledge, it can be esta franchise should be exercised in each Province according
blished that undue influence was used by the Ontario Go- - to the franchise there existing for electoral purposes. I
vernment to defeat the well understood wishes of the people. did net so understand my ion. friend. I do net know that
Undue influence of every l<ind cnri b. shown to have been he went that far. He repeated the varions objections
used, with inspectors of tavern licenses, with bailliffs which had been taken before te that bill, but I think that,
not
felt
that it would
and clerks of courts-undue influence of every kind on the whole, le
was used in order to (dcfeat the free expression off meet either the approbation of this House or that
the opinions and wishes of the people of Ontario, of the country, to maintain the present system by
and were we going to submit to this, to be obliged to allow which in one Province a man might vote, while in the next
the most servile slaves of the Ontario Government to act Province under the same conditions a man might have-novote,
when we believed there was no protection, when we knew * and in a third Province a woman might vote, and so on in
from the character of the men and their positions that every Province, there being a diversity of the franchise and a
they could not be free from sinister, clandestine, and im- diversity in the electoral provisions. 1 quite agree with the
proper influences, and rot take other and better men ? It hon. gentleman that uniformity in this respect might not
was an act of self-defence, and only as such was the power in all cases be attainable, but, at all events, one thing is clear:
taken by the Act of lastSession ever put in force. The hon. tbat-whether the franchise be uniform, whether the right
gentleman in the course of his remarks suggested several to vote be uniform in all the Provinces or not, whether
amendments to the law. They will come, Mr. Speaker. the same qualifications should exist-the right of settling
The hon .gentleman is a me-nber of Parliament, ho has been what the qualification is sbould rest with the Dominion
a member a good many years, he was in the late Parliament, Parliament and not with the Provincial Parliaments. Sir,
he might, in the exerise of his large experience, bis great in one of the Provinces the franchise is universal suffrage.
ability, and his Parliamentary right, have introduced a LIn some Provinces we have income qualification, and in
measure or measures for the purpose of amending the law ot+ers we have it not. In the Province of Ontario--the
introduced and carried by the party to which he belongs. largest Province, having the largest electorate in the
Why did he not do so? It is very easy to be wise after Dominion-we are told, and we see that the Governient
the fact; it is very easy to sny that amendments are required of the day have given a promise, not very specific, it is
in the law affectirng the representation and controverted true-on the contrary, it is very vague, but still it is a
elections. But no suggestion of that kind was made dur- promise made just before the elections-that. they were
ing the last four years; be never gave a hint that the laws going to enlarge the suffrage. To what extent, Mr.
required amendment. They were laws enacted by bis own Speaker? We do not know. For all we know, for al
party, and therefore he was bound to .stand by them. my hon. friend and myself know, we may find ourselves
W e went to the people on those laws and obtained a deprived of our constituents. There may be such an
verdict in our favor, and I believe it was a free and fair alteration of the franchise that those who sent us here
expression of the opinion and feeling of the people ofCanada, may disappear, and another and a different set of men
and under that decision we arc commanding a majority may have the right te decide our future fate, and a
which the hon. gentleman does not gainsay. The hon. different constituency and different body of electors may
gentleman, in order to be truc to his character as leader of decide whether our course now, in the present Parthe Opposition, actually brought up as a charge against this liament, is right or wrong-a different body altogether,
Government that they had not altered the law to meet who have no sympathy, perhaps, with the old electorate
recent legislation in Ontario as to Election Courts. If we way; and we, instead of going back to our old constituents
had done so we would have been told we were centralizing -to those who sent us here-when we return te give an
power, that we were interfering with the legislation of the account ofour stewardship, we may find another and differProvince of Ontario. We would have had to prejudge the cnt body of men te judge of our conduct. Sir, it is imposcase ; it is not yet decided whether there is any necessity sible that this can last. It might do-it was of necessity
for legislation, for the matter is now before the courts. It adopted in the commencement of our system. The moment
is to be remembered that if any trouble has arisen in conse- that Confederation was framed we were obliged to have a
quence eof legislation, even in the Ontario Legislature or Parliament, but we had no machinery for the purpose,
here, it has been due to the Act of the hon. gentleman in and we accepted the Provincial machinery. We were
1874. In 1873 we passed an Act by which ail controverted obliged, ex necessitate, to adopt the system which existed at
elections should be tried by an Election Court, which the time in the four Provinces, and they were not then so
should be a Dominion Court, and which should be vežy far different. There was not then so very great a diversubject only to the legislation of this Parliament. sity of qualification as rendered it obnoxions and impossible
When the hon. gentleman came into power the first on the face of it ; but, Sir, since that time we
thing he did was to alter the law, and instead of making the have been adding Province after Province, and the test
Election Court a Dominion Court he made it a Provincial of Parliamentary qualification for representation and the
Court. I warned him at the time of the consequence of electoral vote has been altered more and more every day.
that error, and I told him that the question would arise We are now promised, as I have already remarked, in
whether the Dominion Parliament had the right to force the chief Province of the Dominion, that there shall
the trial of election cases upon Provincial Courts. That be a material alteration in the franchise. The hon.
question was raised afterwards, and though one court decided gentleman has quoted several objections to the prowe had no right to pass such a law it was subsequent'y posed central system. He says, in the first place, that it is
decided otherwise; but if the original law of 1873 had centralization. Well, I do not think that the cry of cenbeen adhered to and the Election Court had been a Domin- tralization comes with good grace from an hon. gentleman
ion Court,this trouble and difficulty would never have arisen. a member of a party which sustains Mr. Mowat in bis
I did not quite understand from my hon. friend when he office. Why the wholesystem of the Liberal Administration
was speaking further with reference to representation, in the Province of Ontario las been centralization.
whether he objected to the assimilation of the laws of the They 1,ave taken the right of deciding everything connected
different Provinces with respect to the electorai franchise. with taverns and with the licensed victuallers; they have
le reiterated certain objections which bad previously been taken the clerkships of courts, and the appointtaken, years ago, on the old Bill introduced by myself, I ments of bailifs of courts,. and of the hangSir JOHN A. MACDONALD.
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mon of the courts ; they have taken the appointment of every official in the land to themselves; they
have invaded the rights of our municipalities; they
have invaded the rights of our coi porations; they have
tried to centralize every power and every authority in
Toronto; and I am afraid, Mr. Speaker, that I am not
speaking wrongly when I say that this centralization has
been used and will be used for political purposes and for the
purposes of sustaining the Liberal party of Ontario in power.
Mr. Speaker, my hon. friend chided the mover and seconder
of the Address for speaking in terms of pleasure and of
gratification in reference to the large surplus with which
the Dominion is blessed, or as the hon. gentleman would say,
is cursed; and lie says that we have changed our principles,
and especially so my hon. friend who sits near me-the
Minister of Railways-who had stated that a small surplus of half a million of money was too large and
ought to be distributed or ought to be used for
the reduction of taxation. 3Mr. Speaker, ny hon.
friend, when he was discussing that matter, as a membor of
the Opposition, when Sir Richard ('artwright was the hon.
Finance Minister, merely held the then hon. Minister of
Finance to his own principles. The latter gentleman was
opposed to the principles of protection; that gentleman was
opposed tW the carrying out of the National Policy ; that
gentleman was opposed to the adjustment of the Tariff for
the purpose of protecting native industries; ho held
that the Tariff should be used for revenue purposes
only; and the moment when an equilibrium was attained
between expenditure and revenue, we then had acquired
and arrivecd at a just measure of taxation; and that whenever there was a surplus over that equilibrium, an
injustice was done to the people, necessitating a
reduction, in order that the surplus might be removed
My
and a more equilibrium thus again restored.
hon. friend held Sir Richard Cartwright to bis statement, and said to him: "Why, you have got half a million
of a surplus, while you say that no Government should have
a surplus ;" and ho pointed ont how that surplus might
bc judiciously used according to the principles announced
by that Finance Minister with respect to certain articles of
consumption in Canada. But both the Minister of- Railways and myself, and the party to which we belong, have
always held to the principle of Canada for the Canadians.
We have always held to the principle of encouraging
native industries, and we have always held that the
Tariff-while its first object was formed for the purpose of
meeting the expenses of the Government and carrying on
the affairs and developing the resources of the country-had,
and ought to have, a two-fold operation, especially in consideration of the circumstances under whiuh Canada and
the United States were placed side by siie; and that
while by means of the Tariff we should raise a revenue,
by the same means we should so foster our infant
industries that we might make this country like the
country adjoining u+-a manufacturing country; that
our people should not be employed in the one industry
of agriculture alone, but that by carrying out the National
Policy we might introduce, foster and encourage the
manufacturing and all the varied industries which this
country was capable of initiating, fostering or maintaining.
But the hon. gentleman says that the Minister of Finance
made a great mistake in having such a large surplus. Why,
Sir, it was a consequence of this sunshine, a consequence of
this wonderful and unexpected prosperity. We believed
that the result of carrying out our policy would be that the
country would become prosperous, that our industries would
be developed, that our people would be fully employed, and
that wealth would pour into the country. But we did not
expect-we could Dot expect, no man could expect who
really kept his mind on an even balance-that such an
influx of prosperity could be the resuilt, though certainly
4
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combined wi'h other causes, as the hon. gentleman behind me
admitted. The consequonce of this prosperity was a great
importation of everything in the nature of taxable goods. The
people were rich, they liked to spend their money, and it is
most gratifying to me, and it must be most gratifying to
this Government, to feel that perhaps in no other country in
the world has it happened so comp!etely as here-that with
a system of taxation that has produced a surplus more than
the ordinary administrat on of the Government requires,
there is not one single cry from the country against the
taxation. There is not a single grumble among the people
that the taxation is heavy. I believe that if you wanted to
arouse a feeling of disecontentyou could do it by reducing the
Tariff, and thereby shaking the confidence of the manufac.
turers and the men employed by them, in the future manufacturing prosperity of the country. Sir, it is said there
are few countries that will patiently bear taxation, but we
are the exception. This country is quite satisfied with the
Tariff which my hon. friend the Finance Minister initiated,
and which is now the law of the land; and I taike it that if
you wish to produce dissatisfaction in the country, you
will attempt to return to the low rate of taxation-to the
taxation whic-h existed before the spring of 1879. The hon.
gentleman said but little respecting the paragraph in the
Speech which refers to legislaion with regard to liquor
licenses. That subject was not willingly undortaken
by the present Government. They were quite satisfied
that the law as it obtains in the different Provinces should be continied. They were quite satisfied that
each Province should, so far as the law would allow it to
enact such statutes', deal with the suhject of shop, tavern
and saloon licenses. Neither the Government nor the
Parliament of Canada, I take it, wishod to interfere;
and it was only when the decision which was given in June
last on the Scott Act, a Dominion Act, and the subject was
forced upon them thatthey thought it their duty to bring it
before Parliament. I never had any doubt that when the
question was brought before the courts, it would be decided
that the difforent Provincial Legislatures had no right
whatever to deal with that subject except for revenue purposes-for the purpose of imposng taxation for Provincial
or municipal purposes. I expressed the opinion in
Parliament years ago, and last year I expressed it
at a public meeting in Toronto or its vicinity.
But while that opinion was strongly impressed upon my
mind I took no steps, nor did the Government of which I
was a inember take any steps, for the purpose of interfering
with the legislation of the different Provinces, or forcing
Dominion legislation on the country, or trying to centralize such powers in this Parliament. On the contrary, the
only centralization on that subject-the only lime in which
that question was in any way dealt with by the Dominion
Parliament-was when the late Government was in power,
and when they introduced the Scott Act. They introduced
that Act and thereby as-erted the right and power of the
Dominion Parliament. Now it is quite cloar that if the
Dominion Parliament had the right to pass the Scott Act
it had the exclusive right, because there is no concurrent
jurisdiction in the British North America Act on that subject; and when the const itutionality of that act was decide l
against, by the Supreme Court of Now Brunswick, the
Dominion Government-I being a member of that Government-in order that the question might be settled, in
order that we mght get the highest final decision
on that point, came to Parliament to get a vote
of money for tbe purpose of paying counsel on botIr sides.
I say that we did this in order to get a final decision on the
question of whether the right to deal with that subject as
a matter of good govern ment or as a matter of trade and
commerce, rested here or with the Provincial Legislatures.
The court unanimously decided-thoir decisions are all
unanimous-that the power rested here. The Privy Couneil
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had no doubt on the subject, and I am surprised that my
bon. friend did -not find leisure to read the judgment in the
case of ]Russell vs. The Queen. A copy of that judgment was
sent to him, as well as to every other member of this Rouse,
but since it did not happen to meet the cyes of my
hcn. friend, I shall be glad to send him as many copies As
he likes. It is quite clear to every lawyer, and any man
who is not a lawyer, who reads that judgment, will See
that the very reasons on which the Privy Couneil decided
that this Parliament had the right to deal with the Soott
Act, are the reasons showing that the Provincial Legislature of Ontario hari not a right to deal with that subject
under. the Crooks Act, except as a matter of revenue
for municipal or Provincial purposes. The hon. gentleman says that we should have allowed the .matter to
stand over until it was fnally decided. Sir, if there
be any value in that decision, and there is every value
in it, because i is the law of the ]and, there is no
checkat this moment in the Province of Oi:tario against
the unlimited, unrestrained sale of intoxicating liquors.
This is not a matter we can play with. It is not a matter
of policy ; it is a matter of necessity. If we wish to prevent the unrestrained sale of intoxicating liquors we must
legislate immediately; for I take it that any man in this
city or in any other part of Ontario can open bis saloon and
sell liquors, and there is not a court inthe world can prevent
bis doing so. Ali ho bas to do is to be ready to pay the
license, if it is wanted for revenue purposes, to the Government of Ontario. This is not a state of things which should
exist. It is not a state of things whicheshould be allowed
to be made a political plaything. It is not a subject which
should be made a political cry, but it should be dealt with
at once; and I am sure gentlemen on both sides of the House
will, at the request and instance of the Government, address
themselves calmily and considerately to the means of doing
away with this condition of things. If it be pro7ed that this
Parliament or no Parliament can deal with it, I think that all
will agree that we should address ourselves at once to the subject. if the Provincial Legislatures are insufficient, if the
Provinces have not power enough to introduce wholesome
regulations in restraint of the sale of intoxicating liquors, we
will supplement any such power as they have by bringing the
full power and the full authority conferred upon this Parliament, by the British North America Act, o the aid of the
different Provinces in the cause of morality, to prevent
the mischiefs that are caused by the unrestrained use and sale
of intoxicating liquors throughout the different Provinces of,
Canada. I shall not say anything with respect to the remarks
made by the hon. gentleman as to the Pacific Railway. It is
very easy to say that the bargain was an i mprovident one.
It is very easy to say now that the Canadian Pacifie lRailway shareholders are going to make enormous fortunes. I
hope they will make large fortunes, for lhey have now
enormous risks. Sir, if these ien had not been found, if,
one or two men of a thousand had not been found, men of
enthusiasm as well as of wealth, men who thought more of:
the glory of the high position they would be placed in in'
the eyes of their countrymen and in the eyes of posterity,;
by the construction of one of the greatest lines of railway
in the world, if we had not been fortunate enough to get
millionaires enthusiastie onough to risk their millions in
this work, we might have dragged on for the next twenty
years as we have been for the last twelve. But I believe
and know that these men will succeed, and I hope they will
receive a - due reward for all their risks and anxieties,
and for giving up twelve or fourteen of the best years
of their lives, as they each must do, to carry out this great
work; and we shall be repaid speedily, immediately, without any further delay, by having this great railway binding
together all portions of our wide Dominion, and conuecting
the Atlantic with the Pacifie. I would, if i were a member
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, tender my most
Sir JoHN A. MACDONALD.
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cordial thanks Lo my hou. friend opposite for the speech he
bs made to-night. There are no shadows in his spech
with respeot to the Canadian Pacific Riliway Company.
They are al:li sunehine; they are making their millions
and millions; and yet, Mr. Speaker, if we look at the money
articles in the financial papers ti England, we do not find
any saeb glowing expectations. The Moy «Market Ieview,
Tne Trade ircular, The Ne=, The Times,and almost every
other paper in London, have oome out with articles stating
that the railway was a ruinons enterprise, that it could not
pay, and warning bondhlWder, warning espitalists, warning
every person against toucbing this scheme as wild, improvident, extravagant and as involving certain ruin. The hon.
gentleman well deserves the best thanks of the Canadian
Pacifie IRailway Company; and as a great friend of that
Company, and anxioua that they should succeed to the
utmost extent that the bon. gentleman can paint, I shahl
make it my special duty to send a large number of copies
of my hon. friend's speech to England, in order to show that
not only does the Governmont of Canada, headed unworthily
by myself, believe that that railway is a profitable enterprise
for those who have undertaken it, but that the leader of the
Opposition, thatgentleman who opposed the granting of their
charter has in bis place in Parliament chosen to state his beliet
that they are going to make untold millions out of it; and
if I were a monied man after reading my bon. friend's
speech, I would be apt to make an investment with Land
Grant Bonds and in the stoek of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company. Bat, Mr. Speaker, I fear that I am tiring
you-that I am falhng into the error of my hon. friend
oppooite in prematurely discussing questions which ought
properly to be diseussed when the measures are before Par-iament and all the information in the power of the Departments to give is in the bands of hon. gentlemen. Because
there is a Bill promised in the Speech for the consolidation
and amendment of the Public Lands Act, the hon. gentleman could not refrain from attaeking the policy of the
Government in reference to the management of the public
lands. Sir, when that subject comes up and full information regarding it is laid before the louse, I shall be only
too glad, as the Minister primarily responsible for the
management of the lands of the North-West, to meetthe hon.
gentleman and discuss the question fully and fairly and
frankly. I do not admit that the establishment of colonization companies bas been a failure. On the contrary, Mr.
Speaker, I believe that those companies whieh have shown
vitality have been of use, are of use, and will be of use to
the Nort h-West. The hon. gentleman said in ono part of bis
speech very truly that a considerable portion of the immigration into th* North-West went from the Province of
Optario. Those men who went from the Province of
Ontario did not reqire any middlemen; thoy went
up knowing well enoughi what they sought, and
when they got there they got what they did seek.
Under the law no men is obliged to have resort to a middleman. levery man can go ap and choose his wn homestead, and getAbiscontiguous quarter section. Every man
bas the whole country to room over ; but the great
difioulty is to get the emigratian fromu the old country.
Few emigrans aie ab'e to come to this country, p-y for
their preemplion, build their hopse, and preparue for the
cnitivation of their soil. Though sorme of the colonization
companies have failed, others have not failed. Some have
been exceedingly active, a*d cxceodingly suceassfal. One
or two of them have alreadiy fulleld everything they
pvomised, and have put in every settler they promised to
put upon their lands. Others are now in the process of
doing so. This is a m:tter which eamolt be done in a
day. There was, it is true, an anxioty axgong the people,
especially of theDominion, and some in England, toacquire
lande, thinking they could keep them unAil, by the procoes
of settlement, the land would rise in value without any
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action of theirs. But that has all disappeared now. We made fully in a parliamentary way, and with that charm of
insisted that there should be a substantial payment, that tmnner and eloquence which is his peeuliar property. I
they should put on annually so many immigrants on their ara very glad te join with him in the belief that although
grounds, and they have the greatest inducement to do so we may differ in our political viewe, as to the best means of
They have paid their money. If they do not carry out promoting the interests of the country, we, being actuated
the conditions of the coloniration scheme, they will lose by the common deire for the good of our country, may join
their money, and the consequence is that these colonization together sometimes. If we do differ, it is because our judgcompanies that had paid their money have their agents in ment is not the same. We cannot look eye to eye and mind
Europe, and I believe that much of the immigration that to mind, but while we will insist on our own opinion, we
wiIl come to this country during the next year will be will give due credit to those opposed to us, being actuated
caused-and assisted by those companies. They must do so in by the same patriotic desire -f promoting the interests of the
order te save their money,- and that does not prevent the country, as we fee we will by the measures we introduce.
settler who chooses to look for himself from settling on
Mr. MITCHIELL. I do not intend to take much of the
any land that he fonces. Under the only plan in force,
Plan No. 1 as it is called, no man can be prevented from time of the *House in relation to the subject matter in the
settling on an even numbored quarter section. The fact Speech, but merely arise to call attention to a matter that
that a grant of land is made of 20,100, or 1,000 townships was passingly referred to by the hon. member for Westdoes not exclude the emigrant settler. Hfe can settle on the moreland as an omission from the Speech. It is in referen e
even numbered lots in spite of the company that has the to the clause reforring to the re-arrangement of the franI should have liked very much if the Ministry of
grant. If the company helped that man in any way, they chise.
will get due credit for him as an emigrant settler by the the day in inserting this paragraph in the Speech: "Ilt is
company, but not otherwise. The hon. gentleman chooses important that the laws relating to the represer.tation of
to sneer at the various denominations and classes of people the people in Parliament should be amended, and the elecwho have formed thomselves into colonization companies. torai franchises existing in the several Provinces assimiI am glad tosaywe have had several deominations getting lated," should have added that they would at the same time
large tracts of land for the purpose of settlement. Isuppose re-distribute the representation in the Province to which I
the hon. gentleman will admit that the Wesleyan body isan belong. I may say that there is a very gross outrage upon
important body, in England as woll as in Canada. They the people of that Province in the existing stato of the
have applied for and have received a tract of land. They representation of the different counties they are in. While
are now using all the organizations of that large and respect- [ am not going to comment upon the Speech itself, I may
able body in England to bring out the very best classes of simply, en passant, compliment, as other hon. gentlimen have
emigrants to the North-West. The Primitive Methodists done, the mover and seconder of the Address for the very
and other religious denominations have done the same handsome manner in which they have performed their
thing, and 1 believe have nearly settled all the duties; but I wish to call the attention of the louse to this
lands given to them under the colonization system. point, and I think it will be very much in the interests of
While we desire to settle the. country, it is to the Province of New Brunswick for the Ministry to tako
be remembered that Parliament has exac:td a promise into their consideration.
I make the suggestion in a
from us and our predecessors that, if the Cari.diai Pacific friendly spirit. The hon. member for Westmoreland hoped
Railway was to be built, any money advanced in its con- that the Governmont would deal with this matter before the
struction was to be repaid (ut of the sale of lands in the end of the present Parliament, but, I hope they will deal
North-West. The Mackenzie Government made an appro- with it this very Session, and in the very Bill that is now
priation of millions of lands for the purposo cf paying the proposed. I would call the attention of thelHouse to the fact
expens cof building that road. We carriet out the sarne that in the Province of New Brunswick the reprasentation
policy. We have been more successful in the application of has romained unchanged so far back as the memory of
it, but the Government before us, as well as the present living men extends, though the constituencies have increased
Goverament, was committed tu this policy, that the or diminishcd in population. This representation should
expense of building the road across the prairie should have been re-arranged at the time of Confederation, but
not fall uron the people of the lder provioces. That there were difficulties in the way. Now that the question
rich country is able to build its own railways and the o& the franchise is to be dealt with, I do hope that the
pledge was that the road should be built ont of the sale of Government will consider the incongruities of the reprethose lands. You heard the statement made by the hon. sentation in New Brunswick, and that when they bring in
niember for Pictou, that alrendy, under their engagements their Bill they will do that justice to New Brunswick to
which cannot be broken, because we have the pledges of the which I consider she is entitled. My hon. friend, the
instalments paid in which.these companies will not forfeit, Minister of Finance, smiles at my proposal. le knows as
of the $25,000,000 that the people of Canada are pledged well as Ldo that what I am stating is strictly correct. I
to pay the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, valid con- wHil give a few instances of the disproportionate representracts are now made for upwards of $l0,oU00,000. of this tation from that Province. The County of Westmoreland
$2,000,000 have been paid in bard cash and the sales willgo as appears by the last Census, has a population of 37,719
on for the next few years at an accelerated ratio much souls, and bas only onemember in this House. The County
beyond the sales of the past two years.. It ought to be of Sunbury has a population of only 6,#151, six times less
gratifying to eveiy member of this House, as it will be to than the County of Westmoreland, and yet it returns one
the country, to know that already fully hatf of the whole member. The County of York, so ably represented by the
expenso of building that railway is already provided for and hon. gentleman opp->site, has a population of 30,397, while
that, as I hal occasion to say in 1873 and again in 1879, the County of Restigouchehasonly 7,058. Taketbe County
not one single farthing of the cost of bui!ding the railway of No:thumberland, which I have the honor to represont
should fall on the oder Proinces. We will have that great with a great deal of satisfaction, I am sure, te many mcmcountry opened up, and every farthing will be paid ont of bers of this House, it has a population of 25,109, as against
its own resources for its own raHlway. I must apologize the population of the County of Albert of 12,329, and
for having cp >ken so long. I do not understand froi my: I an very glad to see its representative on this aide
hon. friend opposite that an amendment je going to be in- of the House. The Connty of Kings bas a population of
troduced. I can state again I have ne eomplaint to make 2&,617, while Queen's alongside of it has onlyl4.017. The
of the spirit of the criticisms of my hon. friend; they werel Cornty of Charlotte, so long ably represented by my hon.
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friend and my able colleague, of twenty-eight or thirty
years ago, has a population of 26,087, while the County
of Victoria, has a population of only 15, 686. There is the
City of St. John, so ably represented by the hon. Finance
Minister-although ho las occasionally had a pretty hard
time, like myself, to get in-it bas a population of 26,127,
while the County of St. John, which as two representatives,
bas only 26,839. Take the County of Kent with its
22.618 inhabitants, again-t the County of Victoria with its
15,686; or the County of Gloucester with its 21,614 inhabitants, and the County of Carleton with 23,365. The
average population of cach county in the Province is about
20,077, but there arc nine counties largely over that average, and six counties a long way under it. Now this misrepresentation has continued long enough, and I for one
shall not be satisfied to have the Government tell this flouse
that before the end of this Parliament they will deal with
this matter. Their tenure, like our own tenure, is very
uncertain, and it is hard to say, strong and powerful as they
are to-day, how long they may continue so, though I hope
they may continue so for some time yet, for I want to see
them do a great deal more in the way of protection, than
they have yet done. At the same time in dealing with the
question of the franchise, and when their attention has been
called to the incongruities I have mentioned, I think they
ought to deal with this matter; and they will be neglect,
fui of their duty if they do not deal with it, especially as
they are about legislating on a cognate subject.
I do not intend to take up any time in discussing the affairs
of the country, or in reviewing the Speech which bas been
submitted to this Hou-c-there will be ample opportunity
for doing that before the Session is over; but merely make
these few remarks with the hope that the Government will
make no delay in remedying the evils I have complained
of, and I hope when they bring in this Bill it will contain
provisions regarding the reprosentation of Now Brunswick
in this louse that will pr-ove satifactory to the people of
that Province.
Mr. TASSE (Translation). Mr. Speaker, it is n9t
my intention te prolong the debate nor' to comment
on the Address in answer to the Speech from the Throne,
First cf all, I
now submitted to our considoration.
must say that I fully corcur in the praiise given
to the bon. member for Pictou (Mr. Tuppor), and
to the hon. member for Westmoreland (Mr. Wood).
The hon. member for Pictou promises to worthily follow in
the stops of a man who to-day occupes one of the highest
positions among the political men of this country; and the
hon. member for Westmoreland bas proved himself a very
valuable and usefal acquisition to this House. I must
thank him for his friendly expression towards the French
element of New Brunswick, and do not wonder that, in
return for bis sympathy for that important part of the population of New Brunswick, he bas obtained the confidence
of a large majoiity of the electors of that county, who are
of French descent. My satisfaction would be complete, Mr.
Speaker, were it not that I see with regret that this year
we have departed from an old and solemn usage, if I can
thus express myself, which alone can give satisfaction to
the majority as well as to the minority in this flouse.
Until now, the Address in answer to the Speech from the
Throne bas always been moved or seconded either in
English or in French. Therefore I hope that what happened
to-day is purely accidental, and that it is not the intention
to use it as a precedent. At QueLec, where the majority is
French, the Address at the opening of each Session is invariably proposed or seconded either in French or in English, a
practice which alone can give satisfaction to the majority and
the minority. We, the French of Canada, make no exceptions to this rule, and, for my part, I am the less disposed
to forego anything affecting in any way our rights and
privileges. For some time I have marked that a certain
Mr. MITOUHLL.
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newspaper of Ontario, which exerts considerable influence
amongst hon. members sitting on the opposite side of this
House-the Globe of Toronto-has been waging war against
the French language. I avail myself of this the first opportunity which bas presented itself, to declare that I have no
sympathy for those who would have us, the French of
Canada, renounce the French language, which was the first
spoken in this country; a language in wbich the first
batt'es of speech, in our old legislative halls in favor of our
political liberties, took place; a language which it is our
intention to transmit to our descendants as intact as it was
given to us by our ancestors. Well, Mr. Speaker, for these
reasons I regret that we sbould, in this instance, have
departed from the rule followed until now, and I hope it will
not Le used as a precedent in the future.
Resolution agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
That the said Resolution be referred to a Select Committee, composed
of Sir Leonard Tilley, Sir Charles Tupper, Sir Hector Langevin, Mr.
Tupper, Mr. Wood and the mover, to prepare and report a draft of an
Address in answer to the Speech of His Excellency the Governor General
to the Houses or Parliament, in conformity with the said Resolution.

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD, from the Committee, reported the draft of an Address, which was read the first and the
sec ond time and ordered to be engrossed, and to be present,
ted to His Excellency by such Members of this House as art,
Members of the Privy Council.
SUPPLY.
Sir LEONARD TILLEY moved:
That this House will, on Friday next, resoIve itseif into a Committee to consider of a Supply to be granted to Her Majesty.

Motion agreed to.
WAYS AND MEANS.
Sir-LEONAIRD TILLEY moved:
That this House will, on Friday next, resolve itself into a Committee to consider ofthe Ways and Means for raising the Supply to be
granted to Her Majesty.

Motion agreed to.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:
Tbat a Special Committee of seven Members be appointed, to prepare
and report with all convenient speed, Lists of Memrbera to compose the
Select Standing Committees ordered by this House on Friday the 9th
instant, said Committee to be composed of Sir John A. Macdonald, Sir
Leonard Tilley, Sir Charles Tupper, Sir Hector Langevin, and Messrs.
Blake, Mackenzie, and Laurier.

Motion agreed to.
OFFICIAL REPORT OF THE DEBATES.
Mr. BOWELL moved:
That a Select Committee, comprising Messrs. Béchard, Bergin, Charlton, Colby, Desjardins, McDonald (Cape Breton), Rosa (Middlesex),
Scriver and White (Cardwell) be a Committee to supervise the official
report of the Debates during the present Session.

Motion agreed to.
MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD presented a Message from
Ris Excellency the Governor General.
.Mr. SPEAKER read the Message as follows:Lorne.
The Governor General transmits to the House of Commons,
accompanying Copy of a Despatch from the Right Honorable
Secretary of State for the Colonies, in reply to an Address to
Majesty the Queen, from the Senate and the House of Commons,
sented to His Excellency in May, 1882.
GOVERNMENT HOUs,

OTTAWA,

- 12th February, 1883.
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Th. Right Honorable The Earl of Kimberley to Governor General the
Marquis of Lorne, K. T., G C.,f.G.
DowNING STREET, .une 12, 1882.
before the Queen, the Address to
laid
and
received
have
Lon,-I
Mv
Her Majesty froin the denate and Bouse of Oommons of Canada in
Parliament assembled, which was transmitted in your Lordship's
despatch of the 16th of May.
I am commanded by Her Majesty to request that you will convey to
the Senate and Bouse of Commons, Her appreciation of the renewed
expression of their unswerving loyalty and devotion to Her Majesty's
person and Qoverument.
HernMajesty will aiways gladly receive the advice of the Parliament
of Canada on all matters relating to the Dominion, and the-administration of its affairs; but with respect to the questions referred to in the
Addres, Her Majesty will, in accordance with the constitution of this
country, have regard to the advice of the Imperial Parliament and
Ministers, to .whom all matters relating to the afftirs of the United
Kingdom exclusively appertain.
1 have,

&C.

(8igned)

KIMBERLEY.

The Marquis of LonNEi.

Sir JOHN A..MACDONALD moved the adjournment of
the House.
Motion agreed to; and (at 10.10 o'clock p m.) thei louse
adjourned.

IIOUSE OF COMMONS.
TUESDAY,

The

SPEAKER took

13th February, 18:3.

the Chair at Thrce o'clock.

PRAYERS.

PROCEDURE IN CRIMINAL CASES.
Mr. McCARTIIY, in introducing Bill (No. 2) to
anend an Act respecting procedure in Criminat Cases and
The Bill
other matters relating to Criminal Law, said:
which I have the honor to introduce deals with threc subjects: the first being the subject dealt with in a Bil which I
introiuced last ycar, that is the giving to every person
accuscd the liberty to give evidence in his own behalf. I
have limited this power to those who are charged
w:'th misdemcano:s, and have not allowel it in all cases, and
I have added a provision suggested by one of the learned
judges last year. The Bill provides that if the criminel does
not tender himself as a witness, that fact should not be the
subject of comment by the counsel for the Crown, and the
judge shalt direct the jury that it should not weigh
against the accused. The second part of the Bill is also
p.oposed on the suggestion of one of the judges from the
Province from which I have the honor to come. It is a
matter of form simply, and provides that in the event of a
judge appointed to hold ass:ze not being able to keep his
appoint ment, the court shall stand adjourned, ipsofacto, until
.he arrives. It happened recently in one case that the judge
was not ab!e to attend the court, and the sheriff, whose
duty it was to adjourn the assize, failed to do so. The
re<ult was that several criminals bad to be tried
twiee, it being thought that ail the trials which
took place at that assize were illegal. The third provision of the Bill is for the purpose of doing away with the
right of the Crown to a peremptory challenge. My attention was called to this subject by a discussion which took
place ir. the courts of Ontario upon the question of where
the power re-ts to deal with the matter of juries. By the
Act of 1869.right is given to the Crown to challenge peremptorily, but I doubt whether that is in the power of the House
to confer, and I think, therefore, it is better to remove the
assumed power from the Statute-book until the question is
determined. But beyond that,in my humble judgment, it is an
unfair right for the Crown to have. The Crown now has the
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right, as it always bas had, to direct overy juror on the
panel to stand aside until the panel be exhausted, and that
seems-to me to be quite sufficient protection to the Crown
in the selection of a jury, without the additional right of
challenging peremptorily and without assigning cause.
These are the three matters doalt with by the Bill.
Bill rend the first time.
BILL INTRODUCED.
The following Bi! was iintroduced, and road the first
time:Bill (No 3) for constititing a Court of Railway CommYa
sioners for Canada, and to amend the Consolidated Railway
Act of 1879.-(Mr McCarthy.)
SUPREME COURT OF CANADA.
Mr. LANDRY (Translation). Is it the intention of
the Government to bring forward and pass, during the present session, a measure depriving the Supreme Court of ail
jurisdiction over matiers coered by the Civil Coie of the
Province of Quebec ?
Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD(Translation). This matter
is under consideration.
REPORT.
Mr. SPEAKER presented a statement of the receipts and
disbursements of the Accountant of the flouse of Commons
for the year ending 30th June, 1882, signed by the Auditor
General.
INLAND SH[PPING DISASTERS.
Mr. DAWSON moved for a Return of all correspondenco
relating to the disasters which have occu.rod to Canadian

vessels navigating the Great Lakes and the Georgian Bay,
within the past three years; together with the reports of
persons appointed to enquire into the causes of these disasters; the names of the vessels lost or stranded, and the
ports from which they sailed. Aiso, a statement of the
reported loss of life in each case. He said: In making this
motion, Mr. Speaker, I believe that it is incumbent uponl
me to draw the attention of this House and the country to
the great loss of life and property which bas occurred on
the Great Lakes, and more especially on the Georgian Bay,
within the past three years. It is something frightful; and
from whatever cause it may bave arisen, the unseaworthiness of the vessels, or the want of inspection, it is a matter
which should certainly be enquired into. To enable the
louse to understand the position of the matter, I need
only read a list of the losses which have occurred during that
time. In 1879, the Waubuno foundered in the Georgian Bay,
and ail hands were loet. It is not known how many perished,
but it is supposed twenty-five. In 1880, the Simcoe foundered
off Providence Bay, Island of Manitoulin, and there were
some twelve persons drowned. Some escaped to the shore, in
quite a small boat, showing that it was not from stress ofweather that the steamer went down, but from some other cause,
The steamer was
and I believe the cause was overloadin.
freighted with wheat, and the cargo shifted. ln 1881, the
Jane Miller foundered off Wiarton, and not a person escaped.
The whole crew and passengers were lest. In this case, as
in that of the Waubuno, it was not known how many went
down. In these cases there is always an attempt to conceal
the number. In the case of the Jane Miller, it was said that
twenty-five were lost; but it is well known that in the fall of
the year-this disaster took place in November-vessels
running up Georgian Bay are always crowded, and it is highly
probable that more than twenty-five perished on that occasion. In 1881, again, in the same month, one of the Collingwood line of boats running to Chicago, loaded with wheat,

